Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH42
Property Name/Address: Brookside Farm/212 South Road, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 1) Facing northwest [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1347]

Photo 2) Facing north-northwest [2009 Google Earth Street View]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH42
Property Name/Address: Brookside Farm/212 South Road, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 3) Bridge, southwest elevation of house, looking north-northwest [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1345]

Photo 4) Barn, looking north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1343]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH42
Property Name/Address: Brookside Farm/212 South Road, Bethlehem, NH
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH42
Property Name/Address: Brookside Farm/212 South Road, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 6) View between barn and bridge, looking northwest toward Project location [2013 Field Photo:
IMG_1344]

Photo 7) View from road past southeast end of barn, looking north-northwest toward Project in valley
[2013 Field Photo: IMG_1342]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH42
Property Name/Address: Brookside Farm/212 South Road, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 8) Barn and sheds, facing northwest [2009 Google Earth Street View]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH70
Property Name/Address: 905 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
The significance of this property is associated with the architecture of the house under Criterion C as an
example of the Colonial Revival Style. This house is sited with its façade overlooking the valley to the
east, but the architectural intention of the design of the building is standard Colonial Revival, i.e.; the
five bay façade is composed of a center entry sheltered by a porch flanked by paired 6/6 windows.
There is no enlargement of the openings to take advantage of a view, so the view is not a character
defining feature of the house type. A small change in the viewscape would not affect the property’s
ability to convey the significance of its early twentieth century architecture.
The house is not visible to the public currently, because it is screened by trees along the road with a gap
only for the drive. From the driveway, the house is seen looking northwest and the above ground
portion of the Project is in the opposite direction, so the Project will not be present in views of the
historic property.
The existing transmission line has been part of the landscape for over fifty years. It is located downhill
a quarter-mile away and is screened from view by trees. There could be isolated views above the treeline of the proposed transition station and overhead, but it will not create a focal point and will not
isolate the house from its setting.
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH70
Property Name/Address: 905 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 2) 2013 real estate photo of façade on east elevation [http://www.zillow.com]

Photo 3) 2013 real estate photo, facing southwest [http://www.zillow.com]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH70
Property Name/Address: 905 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH70
Property Name/Address: 905 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 5) View from driveway in front of house, facing northeast toward above-ground Project location
[2014 Field Photo: IMG_6341]
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Property ID: BETH87
Property Name/Address: Bethlehem Country Club/1901 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 2) Clubhouse, facing northwest from Main Street [2014 Google Earth streetview]

Photo 3) Facing north from Main Street, near the 15th tee [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6315]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH87
Property Name/Address: Bethlehem Country Club/1901 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 4) Main Street, facing northwest toward Project location, 15th fairway along road [2014 Field Photo:
IMG_6322]

Photo 5) From Prospect Road, facing west, near the 1st tee [2014 Field Photo: IMG6310]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH87
Property Name/Address: Bethlehem Country Club/1901 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 7) Project will be behind tree line in view facing northwest on Main Street and 15th fairway [2014
Google Earth streetview]

Photo 8) View from Prospect Road, facing west and northwest on the 1st fairway; Project is below tree line
[2014 Field Photo: Pano_6310-6313]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: BETH87
Property Name/Address: Bethlehem Country Club/1901 Main Street, Bethlehem, NH

Photo 9) 1st fairway in summer, facing west [2014 Google Earth streetview]
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Town Summary
DALTON
Summary of Historic Resources and Effects
In Dalton, the Project would consist of 2.1 miles of overhead lines constructed in existing
rights-of-way. Preservation Company did not identify any potentially National-Registereligible historic resources in the visual APE for the town which may be adversely affected by
the Project. Sixteen pre-1966 resources, consisting of areas and individual properties, are
within the APE. None of these are previously identified historic resources. Seven (7) of the
properties have potential views of the Project and were further documented on Historic
Resource’s Assessment Forms. None of these appears to be potentially adversely affected by
the Project.

Previous Historic Resources Documentation
There are no previously documented historic resources in the APE for the project.

Geographical and Historical Context
Relevant historical contexts for the town of Dalton are included in the 2015 orthern Pass –
White Mountains Project Area Form by SEARCH. The area encompassing Dalton was
incorporated in 1784. Early settlement in the early 1780s was along the relatively flat west
side of the town which borders the Connecticut River, roughly four miles west of the Project.
This remains the largest settled area in the town. Early roads and eventually state highways
paralleled the Connecticut River (Route 135) and the Johns Rivers, which runs along the east
(Lancaster/Whitefield) border of the town (Route 142). The roads as well as the later rail
lines avoided the central linear ridge of the Dalton Mountains that run northeast/southwest
largely the length of the town. Two rail lines, the Concord & Montreal and the Maine Central
line ran along the Johns River near the route of the Project and met at the Scott Station
roughly two miles to the north. At the turn of the century development in the eastern corner
of the town (the part of the town through which the Project runs), was oriented towards the
nearby town center of Whitefield. Browns Lumber Company with interests in business,
lumbering, manufacturing, and railroads (the Whitefield and Jefferson) was located
immediately over the border in Whitefield and was the town’s major employer (See DALT04
owned by part of the Brown family). The town, as was common in other White Mountain
towns, developed facilities for summer visitors and, beginning at the end of the 19th century,
seasonal cottages and camps were built, especially at Forest Lake. Forest Lake State Park
(DALT16) was established in the mid-1930s.

History of the Transmission Line in Dalton and Existing and Proposed Structures
In Dalton, some right-of-way easements were acquired c.1947-49 (225' wide). The site of the
Whitefield substation was purchased c.1947. A 40' easement was purchased c.1952-3 and
various other easements were acquired between c.1947 and c.1959. The transmission line
here was built c.1948. The corridor contains an existing distribution line on the west side and
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a 115-kV line on the east side of the corridor supported by structures 40' to 65' in height. The
proposed 320-kV transmission line will be located within the existing transmission corridor
right of way. The existing 115-kV line and distribution line will remain in place. The 320kV line will be located in the center of the corridor between the two existing lines and
supported by structures that range in height from 65' to 125'.

Route Description
The Project passes through Dalton’s eastern corner, a relatively small portion of the town. It
enters Dalton from Whitefield in the south, heads northeast 1.3 miles, then east-northeast 0.87
miles; it turns southeast .06 miles, then re-enters Whitefield. Most of the transmission line
passes through forested parcels however at its northeastern end, the line passes through the
outer reaches of development from Whitefield Village and a more residential area. In this
area the corridor crosses in quick succession, the former right of way for the Concord &
Montreal Railroad, Faraway Road, the Johns River, the Maine Central Railroad, and NH
Route 142. The transmission line adjoins two mobile home communities in this area. Prior to
the transmission line entering Dalton the APE for the section of the line in Whitefield
includes part of Forest Lake which is located in Dalton. This includes Forest Lake State Park
(DALT16) and a few houses (i.e. DALT01, DALT16). These resources are located
approximately a mile from the line and they likely will not be adversely affected by the
Project.
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Mapping – Project within Town Boundary Map
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Mapping – Overall Project Map
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Mapping – Key to Detail Map
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Mapping – Detail Map
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Table of Historic Resources
DALTON

Address

Forest Lake Road,
Dalton/Whit Westside Road, Elgosin
efield
Drive, Newell Lane,
Memory Lane

ID

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

Town

DALT01

44.347402

-71.671891

M

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

Largely seasonal houses (or at least originally
seasonal) of mixed dates and types. Addresses and
tax dates are: 105 Forest Lake (c.1900); 305 Forest
Lake Rd (c.1951); 309 Lake Forest Rd (c.1955); 311
Lake Forest Rd (c.1955); 318 Forest Lake Rd
(c.1930); 325 Forest Lake Road (c.1950); 343 Forest
Lake Road (c.1955); 349 Forest Lake Road (c.1947);
365 Forest Lake Road (c.1937); 491 Forest Lake
Road (c.1952); 495 Forest Lake Road (no building
data); 499 Forest Lake Road (c.1945); 514 Forest
Lake Road (no building data);521 Forest Lake Road
(c.1960); 530 Forest Lake Road (c.1964); 531 Forest
Lake Road (no data); 539 Forest Lake Road (201-30);
Forest Lake Area
555 Forest Lake Road (c.1940); 623 Forest Lake
Road (c.1960); 11 Elgosin (1950), 13 Elgosin (1947),
20 Elgosin (1950); 732 Westside Rd (1900); 712
Westside Rd (1920); 708 Westside Rd (1920); 690
Westside Rd (1930); 686 Westside Rd (1900); 684
Westside Rd (1890); 667 Westside Rd (1960); 658
Westside Rd (1940); 653 Westside Rd (1900); 614
Westside Rd (1948); 96 Newell Ln (1940); 66 Newell
Ln (1940); 64 Newell Ln (1950); 62 Newell Ln (1950);
58 Newell Ln (1945); 52 Newell Ln (1950); 48 Newell
Ln (1948); 44 Newell Ln (1950); 38 Newell Ln (1950);
39 Memory Ln (1930); 31 Memory Ln (1940); 26
Memory Ln (1940); 21 Memory Ln (1940);

PREVIOUS HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Visual Relationship to Project

DALT01 includes houses located around Forest Lake. The area
likely would not be a district because of the many modern
intrusions. Views of the line are possible from properties located on
the west side of the lake. However the distance (approx. 1 mile),
as well as the small hills in between the properties and line will
lessen any minor views. Because of a hill behind the line, any view
of the top of the structures will be seen against the hills not the sky.

Dalton

38 Faraway Road

DALT02

44.380533

-71.623226

S

SEE FORM

17121715

SEE FORM

Dalton

66, 70 Faraway Road

DALT04

44.382331

-71.624316

S

SEE FORM

17161721

SEE FORM

Dalton

145 Faraway Road

DALT06

44.384224

-71.630601

S

SEE FORM

17041708

SEE FORM

Dalton

164 Faraway Road

DALT07

44.385761

-71.63155

S

c.1880 house and English barn

Dalton

Faraway Road

DALT08

44.384942

-71.633519

S

Ladd Cemetary

Dalton

364 Faraway Road

DALT09

44.383429

-71.650057

S

Grassy Knoll

Dalton

1056 Whitefield Road

DALT10

44.384522

-71.61794

S

SEE FORM

Dalton

971 Whitefield Road

DALT11

44.389925

-71.619641

S

c.1953 cape

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Dalton

13 White Road

DALT12

44.391134

-71.622992

S

c.1962

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Dalton

23 Hall Road

DALT13

44.397004

-71.619032

S

c.1965

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Dalton

23 Parker Road

DALT15

44.378019

-71.622903

S

c.1905 an unusual double house, two entries with
elongated front, irregular fenestration, metal roof,
clapboards, shed-roof front porch, 2/2 windows

1533

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Dalton

397 Forest Lake Road

DALT16

44.352583

-71.673252

M

SEE FORM

15581571

SEE FORM

Dalton

481 Forest Lake Road

DALT17

44.35016

-71.674667

S

SEE FORM

1572,
1573

Dalton

418 Faraway Road

DALT18

44.379802

-71.654636

S

Forest Lake State
Park

Viewshed mapping indicates possible minor views from the barn
and in field next to barn. No view from the house or street of the
line due to trees and topography.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

c.1945 Colonial Revival

c.1938 house on 185 acres

16271628

SEE FORM

SEE FORM
Viewshed maps show possible views of the Project from the field
in front of the house. However given the distance from the Project

Address

ID

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

Town

Dalton

1041 Whitefield Road

DALT19

44.385599

-71.61765

S

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

Dalton

986 Whitefield Road

DALT20

44.388025

-71.621389

S

c.1965 commercial building, possible manufactured
home, auto parts/junk yard, on 17 acres

Viewshed maps show potential views of the Project from scattered
parts of the property. Property has no areas of significance with

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

PREVIOUS HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Visual Relationship to Project

Northern Pass Project Historic Resource Assessment

Individual Property Analysis
This analysis is part of a survey of historic (pre-1965) properties located in the Visual APE for the Northern Pass Project in New Hampshire, as
shown on Project viewshed maps. It was prepared as part of a study for the Project’s SEC application. See Methodology Statement for more
information.

Property ID: DALT02
Property Name/Address:
38 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

I. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND SETTING
This two-acre parcel includes a gable-front side entry house. The house has a tax card date of 1860.
The house faces west onto Faraway Road away from the Project which is roughly 0.2 miles to the
north. The rear (east) side of the lot fronts on the Johns River. The neighborhood consists of widely
spaced houses (and a VFW facility) on mixed open and forested acreage. A mobile home park is
located directly behind the property on the other side of the river.
A distant view of the existing transmission line was observable during onsite survey from the rear
corner of the house. This view to the north-northeast is of the line as it climbs a hill on the opposite
side of the river at least a third of a mile away. According to viewshed mapping the Project will be
partially in view from the lawn to the south of the house, but not from the house itself. (A line of
evergreens located to the north of the property will help block views of the Project from the house.)
There may be fleeting views of the Project from nearby areas along Faraway Road, but the Project will
not be in view when looking at the house.
The 2½-story house is three bays wide; it has 2/2 windows and wood clapboard siding. (Older asbestos
siding was being removed at the time the house was surveyed.) The house features narrow trim around
the windows, cornice returns and a central chimney. The house is located on the site of one of three
“O. & A. Brown” houses along Faraway Road, which appear on the 1892 Hurd map of New Hampton.
(See also DALT04). This likely refers to Oscar Alson Brown (1854-1906) who ran a livery stable in
Whitefield and his father Alson Brown (1827 –1892). Alson Brown and his brother Warren were the
founders and operators of the A.L & W.G Brown Co. (later Browns Lumber Company) located just
over the border Whitefield. The Lumber Company was the major employer in Whitefield c.1900 and it
was said that the two brothers were “the most important factors” in the development and prosperity of
the area. Their business efforts were touted as a “great combination of lumbering, manufacturing,
railroad and business interest.” 38 Faraway Road, like 70 Faraway Road (DALT04) likely was a rental
property; at its height the Brown Lumber Company had over fifty tenant houses. (The Brown house
between this house and 70 Faraway is no longer extant.)
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: DALT02
Property Name/Address: 38 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Property ID: DALT02
Property Name/Address: 38 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 2) View of front elevation in 2013 showing former attached garage/barn behind [2013 Field Photo:
IMG_1712]

Photo 3) Side elevation in 2013 showing former attached garage/barn behind [2013 Field Photo:
IMG_1713]
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Property ID: DALT02
Property Name/Address: 38 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 4) View toward the existing transmission line [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0347]
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Historic Resource Assessment Form
Property ID: DALT04
Property Name/Address: 66 and 70 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 2) 70 Faraway from south [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0336]

Photo 3) Garage associated with 70 Faraway, note existing transmission line in background [2015 Field
Photo: Photo_0338]
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Historic Resource Assessment Form
Property ID: DALT04
Property Name/Address: 66 and 70 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 5) View of 70 Faraway from near transmission line [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0333]

Photo 6) Panorama showing side elevation of 66 Faraway Road and the existing transmission line running
behind the property [2013 Field Photo: Pano_1716-1718]
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Property ID: DALT06
Property Name/Address: 145 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 1) Front elevation of house and barn [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0364]

2013 view of front elevation prior to removal of front entry porch [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1704]
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Property ID: DALT06
Property Name/Address: 145 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 2) Side elevation [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0369]

Photo 3) Rear elevation [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0371]
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Property ID: DALT06
Property Name/Address: 145 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 4) Rear elevation [2015 Field Photo: Photo_0376]

Photo 5) 2013 View of the barn from Faraway Road [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1706]
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Property ID: DALT10
Property Name/Address: 1056 Whitefield Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 2) End of house looking towards the existing transmission line [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1628]
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Property ID: DALT16
Property Name/Address: Forest Lake State Park, 397 Forest Lake Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 2) View from the park beach towards the lake and in the direction of the Project [2013 Field Photo:
Pano_1562-1565]

Photo 3) View from picnic area towards the Project [2013 Field Photo: Pano_1569-1571]
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Property ID: DALT19
Property Name/Address: 1041 Whitefield Road, Dalton, NH

Photo 1) Streetview photo (Google Earth)
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Town Summary
WHITEFIELD
Summary of Historic Resources and Effects
One-hundred-fifteen (115) properties or areas/districts with buildings estimated to be fifty
years of age or more were identified in the two-mile wide APE in Whitefield. Twenty-seven
(27) properties or areas/districts were both shown on the viewshed maps and confirmed in the
field to have potential views of the Project. Eighteen (18) individual and nine (9) Large
Area/District Historic Resource Assessment forms were completed for those resources. One
(1) individual property resource previously listed in the National Register of Historic Places –
the Mountain View Grand, 120 Mountain View Road – and seventeen (17) potentially
eligible individual and area resources and one (1) previously determined eligible area
resource appear not to be adversely affected. Five (5) individual and three (3) area resources
appear not to be National Register eligible.

Previous Historic Resources Documentation
Only one individual property in Whitefield is listed in the National Register of Historic
Places, located just outside of the APE. The Mountain View Grand/Mountain View House
was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 2004. In 2002, the George W.
Libbey House (34 Jefferson Road) in the Whitefield Town Center and in the APE was listed
in the New Hampshire State Register.
In 1988 a Cultural Resource Survey was prepared by the North Country Council for the
outlying areas of Whitefield. The prepared map identified cultural resources in Whitefield
outside of Whitefield Village. Identified resources within the APE included ones along
Littleton Road/NH Route 116, Kimball Hill Road, Parker Road, Hall Road, Union Street,
Twin Mountain Road/U.S. Route 3, Greenwood Street, Jefferson Road/NH Route 116, Hazen
Road, Colby Road, Mountain View Road, Lancaster Road/U.S. Route 3, Bray Hill Road, and
Old East Road. The 2009 Master Plan identified only one historic resource that should be
designated as a historic district, the Common area/King’s Square in Whitefield Village. The
Master Plan recognizes the historic and cultural significance of its historic resources and its
natural and scenic resources and landscapes. It recognized the importance of preserving
historical buildings and the many vistas that contribute to the community identity. The town
resources mentioned in the Master Plan, all within the Whitefield Town Center within the
APE included the Town Hall (since demolished in 2013) and the 1904 Whitefield Public
Library on High Street. Whitefield had only one historic village which is mentioned in the
Master Plan, the Whitefield village, its civic, commercial, institution, and residential center.
A number of resources in Whitefield have been previously documented, nearly all within
Whitefield village. In 1995 King’s Square/the Common in Whitefield village was reviewed
and determined eligible as a historic district by the New Hampshire Division of Historical
Resources but the boundaries were not established. A group of resources on Union Street
documented in 1999 were determined not eligible as a district but possibly are contributing
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resources to a larger Whitefield Village District. In 2005 several resources within the village
including the Johns River Dam, a 1938 bridge, the Astle Building, a former grist mill, and the
Pinkham House were documented in a Johns River Dam Project Area form and determined
eligible as contributing resources within a district. Individual resources within Whitefield
Village and determined eligible include the McIntyre School (WHI0009, 1994), the Darling
Block and Fiske House, 12 King’s Square (WHI0010, 1995), Church of the Transfiguration,
28 Elm Street (WHI0007, 2009), and the Whitefield Public Library (WHI0013, 2011). In
1992 the Morrison Hospital and Training School Association/Morrison Nursing Home,
adjacent to the village was determined eligible (WHI0012). One historic resource previously
documented and determined eligible, the Jesse Smith House, 70 Union Street, a c.1868
worker’s cottage (WHI0001) has since been demolished. Outside of Whitefield Village, the
Page Hill Agricultural District along Twin Mountain Road/U.S. Route 3/Presidential Range
Trail Scenic Byway was determined eligible for the National Register in 1999.

Geographical and Historical Context
Relevant historical contexts for the town of Whitefield are discussed in the 2015 orthern
Pass – White Mountains Project Area Form by SEARCH. Property types within the APE in
Whitefield include residential, agricultural, industrial, religious, civic, public, educational,
cemeteries, recreational, and transportation-related resources.
Whitefield is a town in the southwest corner of Coos County, north of the White Mountains,
along the northwest boundary of the White Mountain National Forest, with a population of
just over 2,132 as of 2013. The population is concentrated in Whitefield Village, the historic
industrial, commercial, and civic center, largely on the north side of the Johns River. This
large area extends out from the civic and commercial center of King’s Square/Common along
Union Street, Jefferson Road, Lancaster Road, Elm Street, and Littleton Road. On those
roads leading out of the Whitefield Village center are residences from the second half of the
nineteenth century in a range of styles including Italianate, Mansard, and Queen Anne, often
on larger lots, plus some twentieth-century housing mostly from the first half of the century.
The only other village arose near Hazen’s Junction, a railroad stop on the Maine Central
Railroad—Mountain Division, and Hazen’s Pond, in the APE, though little evidence remains
of the village. Also in the vicinity of Hazen’s Pond were a race track, county fairgrounds, and
later a polo field, in the area now occupied by the Whitefield Landing Field/Mount
Washington Regional Airport.
The terrain is hilly and rolling, with plateaus intersected by streams, ponds, and wetlands
running through the landscape between the hills and knolls. Some of the higher elevations
include Howland Hill, Kimball Hill, Osburn Hill, and Bray Hill of which all but Osburn Hill
are in or just outside the APE. The town includes several bodies of water now used for
summer recreation, all on the western side of town within the APE. Two, Forest Lake and
Mirror Lake, straddle the town line with Dalton, while Burns Pond is northeast of Forest
Lake. Small ponds in the north and east part of town include Hazen’s Pond, Weed Pond, and
Weeks Pond. Johns River, the site of nineteenth-century industrial development, originates to
the east in Jefferson, eventually flowing into the Connecticut River in neighboring Dalton.
The Israel River in neighboring Jefferson and Lancaster is fed by a number of streams in
Whitefield.
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The 6,405-acre Pondicherry National Wildlife Refuge, located in the southeast corner of
Whitefield and extending into neighboring towns of Jefferson and Carroll, is nearly entirely
located outside the APE in an area that historically was largely undeveloped. The original
310-acre Pondicherry Wildlife Refuge was designated a National Natural Landmark in 1972
by the National Park Service and later became a Division of the Silvio O. Conte National Fish
and Wildlife Refuge, a multi-state fish and wildlife Refuge established in 1997 to conserve,
protect, and enhance plant and animal life and ecosystems within the extensive Connecticut
River watershed. It was subsequently expanded to its present size with a series of
acquisitions. Only two small places at the very western edge of the Pondicherry Refuge fall
in the APE. The refuge includes Cherry, Little Cherry, and Mud Ponds, all outside the APE
and the surrounding complex of wetlands and swamps. Five trails have been created to run
through the Pondicherry Division, all less than fifty years of age, and include the Pondicherry
Rail Trail/Presidential Recreational Trail, historically part of the Maine Central—White
Mountain Division line between Quebec Junction and Waumbek Junction at Cherry Pond,
and the Little Cherry Pond Trail. Two of the trails are National Recreation Trails (the Little
Cherry Pond Trail and the Mud Pond Trail). Part of an active rail line also passes through the
refuge.
Roadways in Whitefield run generally north-south or east-west at regular intervals within the
town and nearly all the major ones radiate out from Whitefield Village. Characteristically of
nineteenth-century roadways they tend to run along ridges or along lower lying areas between
the ridges. One U.S. highway and several state highways run through the town but no
interstate does. In Whitefield U.S. Route 3 is part of the Presidential Range Trail Scenic
Byway, a state designated scenic and cultural byway, a portion of which is in the APE. U.S.
Route 3 enters in the southeast part of town from Carroll and passes through Whitefield
Village before turning north and eventually passing into Lancaster. NH Route 142 and NH
Route 116 merge just north of the Bethlehem town line and continue north into Whitefield
Village where they diverge with NH Route 142 heading northwest into Dalton and NH Route
116 heading easterly and northeasterly before crossing into Jefferson. The Whitefield
Substation is located just east of U.S. Route 3, and the Project crosses the road just north of
Whitefield Village. The Project crosses NH Route 116 twice northeast of the town center.
Locally designated scenic roads include Kimball Hill and Hall roads just adjacent to or
slightly outside the APE, Gould Road (largely outside the APE), and Spencer Road (entirely
outside of APE). Mountain View Road, part of which is within the APE and the remainder is
slightly outside of it, has been recommended to be designated a local scenic road.
The railroad came to Whitefield in the third quarter of the nineteenth century and was
important to the town’s economic growth, not only providing a means of transport for lumber
and other products but also eventually carrying summer tourists seeking to escape the heat in
the cities. The first line, the White Mountain Railroad Branch of the Boston, Concord, and
Montreal Railroad, arrived in the late 1860s. Soon thereafter the Brown Company established
initially a narrow gauge railroad running east to Jefferson and beyond to access their lumber
holdings. This route later became the Whitefield and Jefferson Railroad and then the
Concord and Montreal Railroad. Some passenger rail service continued into the late 1950s or
early 1960s. The Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, also established in the 1860s, passed
through Whitefield using the Boston, Concord, and Montreal Railroad tracks to continue
northwest to Lunenberg, Vermont. After it became part of the Maine Central – White
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Mountains Division, separate tracks were built through Whitefield, passing through
Whitefield Village. Passenger service in Whitefield on this line ended in 1958 but freight
service continued until 1983 though the state has plans to lease out the line for use again.
Whitefield was chartered in 1774 and incorporated in 1804 but the town was settled relatively
late because its mountainous surroundings limited easy access. Up to the 1860s agriculture
was the primary economic mainstay for the population, along with some lumbering. Farms
were scattered along the various ridge roads including Twin Mountain Road/U.S. Route 3 in
the southeast part of town, Littleton Road, Kimball Hill Road, Old East Road, South
Whitefield Road, Gould Road, and Colby Road. Farms also developed in the wide plateau
along Hazen Road. In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the local economy diversified
into the lumber industry and summer tourism with the arrival of the railroads. The main
village center grew up north of Johns River and paralleling it. A later nineteenth-century
neighborhood developed on the south side of the river along Union Street. Small workers
housing was erected by the largest of the lumber mills at the west edge of the village near the
mill. Other industry along the Johns River within Whitefield Village in the late nineteenth
century included a grist and saw mill.
The largest of the lumber mills was operated by the Brown Brothers on the Johns River at the
western edge of town but by the early twentieth century they had depleted their reserves
leading to a collapse of the local economy in that sector. Summer tourism remained strong,
however, with continued expansion of a number of the long-time inns including the Mountain
View House and the Spaulding Inn on Mountain View Road and Overlook House (later
replaced by the Kimball Hill Inn) on Kimball Hill Road, both in the APE. In addition, some
summer visitors built their own homes in some of the town’s more scenic areas including
along Mountain View Road, Kimball Hill Road, and by the middle of the twentieth century
around Burns Pond and Mirror Lake, all within the APE. In the late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century dairy farming became the mainstay of Whitefield’s agricultural economy
though the Great Depression largely ended it. In the twentieth century the summer
community fostered the establishment of a summer theater, initiating the ongoing tradition of
establishing the performance space in historic barns. The first group modified two historic
barns at the Chase Farm property in 1934. Two years after its closing in 1964 another theatre
group was established, the Weathervane Theater on U.S. Route 3 just outside the APE in a
mid-nineteenth barn (burned 2011) that had been expanded in 2002. By the 1930s the
Whitefield Polo Ranch and Whitefield Landing Field, now the Mount Washington Regional
Airport, had been established near Hazen’s Pond and Hazen’s Junction in the APE. In the
post-war period, summer cabins continued to be built around some of the ponds, along with
some motels with cabins along Lancaster Road near Mirror Lake and larger summer houses
with views were erected in various parts of town, many in the APE.
Historic resources within the APE include not only Whitefield Village with a diverse
collection of nineteenth- and twentieth-century residential, commercial, civic, institutional,
religious, educational, and industrial buildings but a few in the vicinity of Hazen’s Junction,
the other historic village in the APE. The historic town hall in Whitefield Village was
demolished in 2013. Outside the town center the nineteenth- and twentieth-century resources
along the ridge roads and cross roads include farms (or former farms), summer houses and
small cabins, and resort hotels or inns. Located around or near the several ponds are
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twentieth-century cabins, motels, and commercial establishments. The range of styles
includes Greek Revival, Italianate, Queen Anne, Classical, Craftsman, Rustic, and Colonial
Revival. The residential types include capes, L-houses, end houses, gable blocks, bungalows,
transitional ranches, and ranch houses. A number of the farm properties have connected
farmsteads, common to nineteenth- and early twentieth-century rural New Hampshire or large
barns characteristic of early twentieth-century dairy farming.

History of the Transmission Line in Whitefield and Existing and Proposed Structures
Though some electric utilities had been available locally for the Brown Company mill by the
late nineteenth century, historic maps suggest that by the 1920s there may have been some
electrification facilities for the town center, as indicated on a 1921 map showing stations and
transmission lines in public service as of 1919. The 1935 USGS map indicates a line running
east-west between Dalton and Hazen’s Junction, mostly south of the existing transmission
corridor except in the vicinity of the Whitefield substation.
The first PSNH transmission line easements in Whitefield date to slightly different periods,
with the portion from the Whitefield Station east and north dating to c.1946-1948, with
additional easements acquired between 1946 and 1956. For the portion in the southwest
corner of town, the initial easements date to c.1947-1949. Additional easements were
acquired c.1952-1953 and c.1947-1959.
The roughly 2.8-mile stretch of the corridor in the southwest corner of Whitefield between the
Bethlehem and Dalton town lines contains an existing distribution line on the west side and a
115-kV line on the east side of the corridor supported by structures 43' to 52' in height.
Northwest of Whitefield Village, the corridor passes back into Whitefield from Dalton and
runs east-west with a series of offsets, creating a zig-zag alignment east to the Pondicherry
National Wildlife Refuge. This stretch of the corridor contains two existing 115-kV lines and
two distribution lines. The existing 115-kV structures range in height from 41' to 56.5'. The
corridor then turns north and runs for approximately 4.7 miles to the Bethlehem town line.
One of the 115-kV lines and one of the distributions lines angle off of the corridor just before
it turns north. As the corridor travels north it contains an existing 115-kV line, carried on
structures ranging in height from 43' to 59.5', and a distribution line.
The proposed 320-kV transmission line will be located within the existing transmission
corridor right-of-way. In the north-south stretch in the southwest section of Whitefield, the
existing 115-kV line and distribution line will remain in place. The 320-kV line will be
located in the center of the corridor between the two existing lines and supported by
structures that range in height from 75' to 90'. In the east-west running section of the corridor
the 115-kV line on the south side of the corridor will remain in place. The two distribution
lines will be relocated approximately to the south, using similar structures. The 115-kV line
on the north side of the corridor will be relocated slightly south to the middle of the corridor,
and mounted on structures ranging in height from 43' to 101.5'. The new 320-kV line will be
located on the north side of the corridor, supported by structures ranging in height from 80' to
100'. In the north-south stretch in the northeast section of Whitefield, both the 115-kV line
and the distribution line will be relocated to the east within the corridor to accommodate the
320-kV line. The 115-kV line will be replaced with structures ranging in height from 56.5' to
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101.5'. The 320-kV line will be located on the west side of the corridor and supported on
structures ranging in height from 60' to 100'.

Route Description
In Whitefield, the transmission line traverses a total of 10.4 miles in two sections with
varying alignments in one of the sections. In the southwest corner of town it travels
northwesterly-southeasterly roughly 2.8 miles between the Bethlehem and Dalton town lines.
In the section from the Lancaster town line south to the edge of Pondicherry National
Wildlife Refuge the corridor runs north-south for approximately 4.7 miles. The remaining
distance of the corridor runs east-west.
Upon entering Whitefield from Bethlehem, the ROW passes roughly equidistant between
historic resources to the west on Forest Lake (which straddles the Dalton/Whitefield town
line) and to the east on Littleton Road/NH Routes 142 and 116. The resources on Forest Lake
within Whitefield have no views as they face southwest, away from the Project. Those on the
lower section of Littleton Road have no views or no views with effects. After the ROW
crosses Forest Lake Road removed from any historic resources it passes to the west of Burns
Pond, traversing a hillside where the cut is visible to historic resources along Littleton and
Kimball Hill roads. In order to minimize the visibility of the Project on these historic
resources, eighteen weathering steel monopoles will be used in the corridor within the
viewshed of these historic resources. As a result they will appear as dark objects against a
wooded background. Other resources in the vicinity including around Burns Pond either have
no views due to vegetation screening, only have views on portions of the property not related
to its significance, only have distant peripheral views, or they no longer retain integrity for
their historic period. Just north of Burns Pond the ROW crosses into Dalton. The APE in the
section north of the pond up to the Johns River includes historic resources with scenic views
but there are either no effects because of distance or vegetation screening, the characterdefining views are to the east and not in the direction of the Project, or in one instance where
the view is in the direction of the Project the view now includes modern intrusions. At the
northwest edge of the Whitefield town center the ROW re-enters Whitefield from Dalton and
traverses the northerly side of a hill to the north of Whitefield Village. Any views in the
several areas or districts within the village are intermittent and distant. The historic resources
within them are not view properties but rather inward looking towards the street. North of the
town center the ROW crosses U.S. Route 3/Lancaster Road just east of the Whitefield
Substation. Though some historic resources are in close proximity to the crossing, only one
retains integrity for its historic period, however the Project will not have an adverse effect
because the existing lines and substation have been such a large part of its setting for most of
its period of significance that the addition of the Project will not create enough change to raise
it to an adverse effect. The Project continues east to the north of historic resources along NH
Route 116 after it has turned east but they have no views or only small ones on portions of the
property not related to their significance. Further south along U.S. Route 3 before it enters
Whitefield Village some historic resources straddling the APE have views but they are distant
and intermittent with no effect. In order to minimize the visibility on some of the historic
resources along Mountain View Road to the north just outside the APE that have distant
views to the south in the direction of the Project weathered steel monopoles will be used in
the transmission corridor within the viewshed of those resources. As the ROW crosses
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Jefferson Road/NH Route 116 near Hazen Road the several historic resources in the
immediate vicinity have views but no longer retain integrity for their historic period. The
several resources slightly north of the crossing have no views due to vegetation screening.
The historic resources along Hazen Road and Airport Road either have no views or distant
and intermittent views with no effects. The historic resources in an area on Colby Road that
straddles the APE no longer have integrity for their historic period. After the ROW turns
north some of the historic resources along Jefferson Road/NH Route 116 near Mountain View
Road have views but they are distant, intermittent, and largely peripheral, on portions of the
property or in views of the property not related to their significance. North of that group the
ROW crosses Jefferson Road/NH Route 116 as the road turns northeast. The remaining
historic resources, to the west along Old East Road or to the east along Bray Hill Road, have
distant views in areas not related to their significance or they no longer retain integrity for
their historic period.
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Mapping – Project within Town Boundary Map
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3

WHIT01

Whitefield

649 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44 335327

-71.644852

3

WHIT02

Whitefield

465, 469, 460, 468, 482,
486 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44 347315

-71.639587

WHIT03

Whitefield

427 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44 350357

WHIT05

Whitefield

378 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116NH Route 142)

WHIT07

Whitefield

3 Parker Road

3

3

3

3

3
3

Name

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

S

SEE FORM

1574-1577

SEE FORM

M

SEE FORM

1542-1556

SEE FORM

-71.636927

S

Although tax card dates this property to c.1819 it is a
simple gable-front residence with no indication of its
history but for one older window in the gable. No
integrity or character-defining features or picture
windows.

44.35405

-71.636066

M

44 355436

-71.635098

S

c.1876 upright-and-wing farmhouse with addition

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
The Project is located 0 56 miles away to the west on far side of
Burns Pond and a heavily forested low ridge. Viewshed maps
indicate minimal and intermittent views from the backyard. House
faces south away from Project. No views because of mature
vegetation and topography between property and Project.

Burn’s
Insurance,
Burn's
Sugarhouse

SEE FORM

Visual Relationship to Project

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

15351537,
1540-1541

SEE FORM

WHIT08

Whitefield

11 Parker Road

44 356226

-71.635219

S

c.1940 cottage/cabin and one-car garage. Likely no
significance and integrity.

WHIT10

Whitefield

310 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44 358803

-71.631845

S

SEE FORM

1471-1472

SEE FORM

Whitefield

37-114 Pierce Road; 3,
15 Holiday Acres Road; 311 Shoreline Drive; 3, 4
44 356736
Ellies Lane; 67, 73 Burns
Pond Road; 53 Parker
Road

-71.640922

M

SEE FORM

14831504;
1538-1539

SEE FORM

WHIT11

Burns Pond
Area

WHIT12

Whitefield

123 Parker Road

44 362225

-71.638058

S

tax card/tax office says c.1950 house

The Project is located 0 29 miles away to the west. Viewshed maps
indicates one small view in open area north of house that would not
relate to significance. House faces northeast away from Project and
is located in small clearing with heavily forested ridge between the
Project and the property. Any views unlikely due to mature
vegetation and topography.

WHIT13

Whitefield

115 Parker Road

44 361947

-71.636525

S

c.1940 cottage, center-entry gable front, wraparound
veranda, stone wall

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT14

Whitefield

152 Parker Road

44 363044

-71.635879

S

c.1940 shingle cottage, stone wall

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT15

Whitefield

192 Parker Road

44 367429

-71.634038

S

Tax indicates c.1933 house but appears to be new with
shingles, stone walls, shed at entrance. Second
building also on parcel

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT16

Whitefield

238 Parker Road

44 369497

-71.631768

S

c.1937 house, stone foundation

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT17

Whitefield

215 Parker Road

44 368924

-71.633747

S

SEE FORM

1505-1513

SEE FORM

WHIT18

Whitefield

227 Parker Road

44 369364

-71.633282

S

c.1948 ranch and detached garage

1515

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT19

Whitefield

237 Parker Road

44 369722

-71.63266

S

SEE FORM

1514

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

1516-1532

SEE FORM

WHIT20

Whitefield

308-359 Parker Road

44 374035

-71.624641

M

Parker Road
District

Town

Address

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

ID

WHIT21

Whitefield

175 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44.36362

-71.621774

S

c.1902 end house with enclosed front porch and rear
addition and altered carriage barn converted to
residential

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT23

Whitefield

262 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44 359607

-71.6287

S

altered c.1950 bungalow with attached garage

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT24

Whitefield

11 and 12 Sunset Lane

44 361108

-71.626983

M

Pair of 1early 1960s houses: 11 Sunset Drive (c.1962)
12 Sunset Drive (c.1962)

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT25

Whitefield

44 3577

-71.63115

S

WHIT26

Whitefield

44 355514

-71.624479

S

WHIT27

WHIT28

Whitefield

Whitefield

Littleton Road (NH Route
116/NH Route 142)
98 Kimball Hill Road

18-87 Brown Street,
Dusty Drive, 11, 17, 21
Highland Street, Huron
Street, Riverside Drive,
15-25 Water Street, 7-11
Snow Street, Laurel
Street, Terrace Street

Whitefield

44 374521

44 372592

-71.616925

-71.611544

Name

Burns
Cemetery
Kimball Hill Inn

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

M

This large area adjacent to the potential King's Square
Brown
Historic District/Whitefield Town Center includes mostly
Furniture
19th-century and early 20th-century houses and the
Company Area site of the former Brown Furniture Company on Brown
Street now occupied by a newer manufacturing facility.

M

Whitefield Village is the civic and commercial center of
the town. This large area includes 19th- and 20thcentury residential, commercial, institutional, civic,
religious, and educational buildings characteristic of a
town center. Includes King's Square/Common Historic
District (determined eligible in 1995 but the boundaries
Whitefield
have not been established), McIntyre School
Village/Town
(WHI0009), Whitefield Public Library (WHI0013),
Center
Darling Block/Fiske House/Whitefield Station
(WHI0010), and Union Street Historic Neighborhood
area on south side of river, an integral part of the
village, George W. Libbey House, Church of the
Transfiguration (28 Elm Street), Civil War Cemetery,
and Johns River Dam Project Area
(WHI0004/WHI0005)

WHIT38

Whitefield

89 Hall Road

44 398661

-71.614377

S

c.1790 cape with shed dormers, wing. At edge of
APE. The barn associated with this property was likely
across the street but it has collapsed and now has
different ownership

WHIT39

Whitefield

110 Hall Road

44 399264

-71.612528

S

c.1960 ranch, garage. Property straddles APE.

WHIT40

Whitefield

169 and 170 Hall Road

44.400812

-71.607543

M

WHIT41

Whitefield

381 Lancaster Road

44 398096

-71 598312

M

WHIT42

Whitefield

331 Lancaster Road

44.3996193

-71 597406

S

WHIT44

Whitefield

346 Lancaster Road

44 395219

-71 598473

S

1595-1596

Viewshed maps indicate intermittent views from scattered locations
in the area. The Project is 0.45 miles away to the northeast at its
closest location in that direction and more than 0.4 miles away to the
Determination of
northwest at its closest location in that direction. The buildings all
Eligibility (eligible) on
face each other and the street. Scenic views were not part of the
NHDHR survey form
deisgn intent or architectural character of the buildings in the area.
WHI0012
Any views would be small, intermittent, and incidental with mature
trees between the area and the Project in both directions largely
screening any views.

King's Square/
Commons
Determined eligible
1995; WHI0010
(determined eligible);
WHI0009
(determined eligible);
George W. Libby
House (determined
NR eligible 2001; SR
2002); WHI0007
(determined eligible
2009); WHI0013
(determined eligible)

1629

Pair of houses just outside APE on elevated site: 169
Hall Road (c.1825 one-story duplex); 170 Hall Road (c. 1630-1634
1900 two-story house, no significance or integrity)
Inn at
Whitefield/
Weathervane

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be

Small family cemetery
c.1830 Kimball Hill Inn. Outside APE.

Visual Relationship to Project

Viewshed maps indicate small views in scattered locations in area.
The Project is as much as 0 5 miles to the north and on the north
side of a forested hill. Views are not a character-defining feature of
the historic resources in the town center, which typically face each
other along the streets.

Viewshed maps indicate one isolated view from an open area
northeast of the house. The Project is nearly one mile away to the
south at its closest point . The house faces southeast in the
direction of Mirror Lake. The land between the property and the
Project is forested. Historic USGS maps show more open land on
the south side of the road that has reforested. While views from the
house are character-defining any view from the open area northeast
of the house is not.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps indicate views from the open areas to the south of
170 Hall Road but not from the house itself. The Project is more
than one mile away to the southeast and not visible due to distance
and mature vegetation screening . 170 Hall has no significance and
integrity for its historic period.

Weathervane Theater and Inn at Whitefield. Outside
APE.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

c.1930 cottage, barn, former store (now housing). Tax
card says c.1950.
c.1910 Bungalow with hipped-roof dormers. Property
straddles APE.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Town

Address

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

ID
WHIT45

Whitefield

262 Lancaster Road

44 389798

-71.600665

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

S

c.1882 end house with added curved enclosed porch,
2/1 windows

1656

An area of mostly 20th-century vacation and summer
cottages, camps, motel units including "Lakeside
Cottages" and Grandma's Kitchen restaurant around a
lake that straddles town line with Dalton. Also several
19th-century former farmhouses. Properties in
Whitefield on Lancaster Road include 263 (c.1930),
1655,
239 (c.1950), 237 (c.1837), 234 [five cabins] (c.1950), 1635-1636
229 (c.1888), 191: Mirror Lake Cottages and Motel
(c.1960), 187: Grandma's Restaurant (c.1925), and
171 (c.1950). Girard Drive properties include 40
(c.1960) and 41 (c.1950). 25 Whispering Pines Drive
(c.1945).

WHIT47

Whitefield

171-263 Lancaster Road,
40, 41 Girard Drive, 25
Whispering Pines Drive

44 387922

-71.602279

M

3

WHIT48

Whitefield

61, 62, 63, 69, 72, 88,
101 Lancaster Road/US
Route 3

44 377687

-71.608238

M

3

WHIT49

Whitefield

120 Mountain View Road

44 397636

-71 588938

S

Mountain View
House/
Mountain View
Grand

WHIT50

Whitefield

199 Mountain View Road

44 396856

-71 579445

M

Spaulding Inn

44 395506

-71 567718

M

Mirror Lake
Area

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Viewshed mpas indicates views from open areas to the rear of two
historic resources and from the north half of the lake. The Project is
nearly 0.2 of mile away from the south end of the area but 0.5 miles
or away to the southwest at a lower elevation. The historic resources
largely face southeast onto the road or have scenic views to the west
of the lake. For 263 one of the historic properties in Whitefield
section of the area . Any views of the Project would be peripheral
from the rear of properties and intermittent due to forested areas
between the area and the Project.

1637-1656

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

1393National Register
1423,
listed 2004
1657-1662

SEE FORM

c.1860 Inn and cottages on both side of road. Outside
1424-1427
APE.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

SEE FORM

13841389,
13911392,
1432

SEE FORM

13801385,
1390

SEE FORM

3

WHIT51

Whitefield

3

WHIT53

Whitefield

668 Jefferson Road

44 394299

-71 565368

S

SEE FORM

WHIT54

Whitefield

45 Partridge Road

44 386219

-71 573555

S

c.1882 cape with wing, carriage barn, equipment shed

WHIT57

Whitefield

419 Jefferson Road

44 379685

-71 576972

S

SEE FORM

3

Visual Relationship to Project

SEE FORM

659 Jefferson Road/NH
Route 116 and 305
Mountain View Road

3

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

1435-1437

SEE FORM

WHIT58

Whitefield

399 Jefferson Road

44 378471

-71 57809

S

c. 1890 side-gable house with later alterations and
carriage barn

1438,
1467-1470

Viewshed maps indicate views on in the northeast corner of the
property but not near the building itself. The Project is less than 0.2
miles away to the southwest and peripherally to the south. The
buildings face southeast. Mature vegetation between the property
and the Project screens any possible views.

WHIT59

Whitefield

367 Jefferson Road

44 377059

-71 579517

S

SEE FORM

14391441,
1442-1447

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

3

WHIT60

Whitefield

5 Hazen Road

44 375783

-71 580477

S

SEE FORM

14481449,
14551462,
1439-1443

3

WHIT61

Whitefield

347 Jefferson Road

44 376081

-71 581148

S

SEE FORM

1450-1454

Town

Address

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

ID

WHIT63

Whitefield

226, 242 Hazen Road

44 369648

-71 562989

M

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

Pair of likely mid-19th-century houses (tax cards say
226 is c.1905 and 242 is c.1920). Both have lost
integrity.
Whitefield
Landing
Field/Mount
Washington
Regional
Airport

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Visual Relationship to Project

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT64

Whitefield

Hazen Road

44.36617

-71 550936

M

WHIT65

Whitefield

879 Jefferson Rd/

44.400972

-71 549246

S

c.1940 cottage/ranch with attached garage. Appears
newer.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT66

Whitefield

909 Jefferson Road/NH
Route 116

44 399914

-71 546272

S

c.1940 cape with additions Appears newer

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT71

Whitefield

995 Jefferson Road/NH
Route 116

44 398509

-71 539364

S

c.1910 cottage and New England barn

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT72

Whitefield

22 Knot Hole Road

44.400278

-71 554329

S

c.1837 former gable-front schoolhouse, now a house
with wing addition

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT73

Whitefield

Bray Hill Road

44.401706

-71 54982

S

19th-century cemetery with field stone front wall

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT74

Whitefield

73 View Street

44.3703189

-71.6143829

S

WHIT75

Whitefield

Pine Street

44.3785073

-71.6170878

S

3

WHIT76

Whitefield

148 Bray Hill

44.408538

-71 542626

S

SEE FORM

6252-6256

3

WHIT77

Whitefield

111 Old East Road

44.404568

-71 561721

S

SEE FORM

1366-1379

3

3

3

Colby
Cemetery

SEE FORM

SEE FORM
Pine Street
Cemetery

1663-1666

6299-6306

Cemetery with mostly late 19th- to mid-20th-century
monuments

SEE FORM.

SEE FORM
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
SEE FORM
SEE FORM

WHIT78

Whitefield

200 Old East Road

44.409686

-71 56278

S

Large agricultural property with new c.2013 house ,
c.1980 barn, c.1920 equipment shed

Viewshed maps indicates views from open areas around the
buildings. The Project is over 0.4 miles to the east of the shed, the
only historic building on the property. The existing ROW crosses the
southeast corner of the property. No historic buildings associated
with the view.The shed faces south but views are not a charcterdefining feature.

WHIT79

Whitefield

181 Old East Road

44.409473

-71 563298

S

Tax card says c.1840 but appears to be newer though
historic form no longer recognizable. No integrity. May
be house associated historically with land on other side
of road.

Viewshed maps indicate there may be intermittent views from the
open area to north of house but not from the house itself. The
Project is over 0.4 miles away to the east at a lower elevation. The
house has no significance or integrity for the historic period.

WHIT80

Whitefield

215 Old East Road

44.411575

-71 563927

S

vacant c.1890 cape in poor condition on large former
agricultural property that is reforesting

Viewshed maps indicates only one isolated view from open area
southwest of house. The Project is over 0.5 miles away to the east
at a lower elevation beyond a heavily forested area. No views

WHIT83

Whitefield

402 Old East Road

44.424219

-71 56525

S

c. 1945 cottage and gambrel-roofed garage

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT84

Whitefield

488 Old East Road

44.430131

-71 565328

S

SEE FORM

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

1359-1365

SEE FORM

WHIT85

Whitefield

553 and 558 Old East
Road

44.434656

-71 565857

M

553 is c.1854 1.5-story upright-and-wing house with
square bay window. 558 has late 19th- or early 20thcentury barn/eequipment shed near road and c.1988
house set back from road in clearing on heavily
forested parcel. Historically the barn may have
belonged to 553 Old East Road

WHIT86

Whitefield

520 Old East Road

44.432041

-71 565825

S

c.1940 cottage

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT87

Whitefield

219 Kimball Hill Road

44 346724

-71.627607

S

c.1830 altered cape with wing. No integrity for historic
period

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Address

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

Town

WHIT88

Whitefield

307 Lancaster Road

44 392783

-71.600109

S

c.1953 cape

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT89

Whitefield

328 Lancaster Road

44.39402

-71 598355

S

c.1922 camp with c.1950 2-story addition

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT91

3

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

ID

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

Visual Relationship to Project

c.1930 cottage on mostly wooded lot
c.1890 cross gable house with later additions, shed
outbuilding

Viewshed maps indicate small and intermittent views at the north
end of the property just 0 2 miles away from the Project to the north
but no where else on the property. The Project is 0.5 miles from the
house which is set close to and faces south onto the orad. Much of
the land to the north of a small cleared area around the house is
forested. No possible views.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

S

Mid-19th century side-gable three bay center entry
house with wing (tax card says c.1800)

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

-71 591383

S

Late 19th- or early 20th-century New England barn with
newer addition (tax card dates barn to c.1950 but
looks earlier). Possibly historically associated with 240
Jefferson Road

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

44 373075

-71 58901

S

263 Jefferson Road

44 373489

-71 588274

S

Whitefield

187 Jefferson Road

44 371294

-71 594334

S

WHIT92

Whitefield

209 Jefferson Road

44 371531

-71 592258

S

WHIT93

Whitefield

240 Jefferson Road

44 371654

-71 590458

S

WHIT95

Whitefield

256 Jefferson Road

44 372978

-71 588255

WHIT96

Whitefield

224 Jefferson Road

44 371321

WHIT97

Whitefield

255 Jefferson Road

WHIT98

Whitefield

c.1890 side-gable cottage with façade gable, wing
attaching to altered gable-front carriage barn

c.1890 upright-and-wing and attached to carriage
barn. No integrity due to alterations.
c.1890 gable-front three bay new windows and roof.
No integrity.
c.1962 Ranch
c.1860 gable-front house with additions and
alterations. No integrity for historic period.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps indicate views only in north corner of parcel where
there are wetlands, nowhere near house. The Project is 0.2 miles
away to southwest. No views from house due to mature vegetaton
between it and Project.

WHIT99

Whitefield

171 Jefferson Road

44 371188

-71 595954

S

WHIT100

Whitefield

174 Jefferson Road

44.37079

-71 595757

S

WHIT101

Whitefield

407 Jefferson Road

44 379642

-71 578918

S

c.1930 house down a long drive, not visible from road.
House set in clearing on heavily forested parcel. Pond
northeast of house but no views

WHIT102

Whitefield

406 Jefferson Road

44 378784

-71 576898

S

SEE FORM

WHIT103

Whitefield

32 Knot Hole Road

44.400524

-71 552937

S

c.1963 house

WHIT106

Whitefield

24 Hazen Road

44.37396

-71 580807

S

c.1953 low gable-front cabin with enclosed porch, set
back from road up against mature pine trees. Land in
front open.

WHIT107

Whitefield

12 Hazen Road

44 375018

-71 580272

S

c.1940 completely remodelled no integrity for buidling
or landscaping

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps indicate from road and front part of property along
the road but not from building itself. The Project is less than 0.2
miles away to the southeast. A stand of mature evergreen trees on
property across the road screens any views of the Project.
There are views of the Project from this property, but it is no longer
an historic property.

WHIT108

Whitefield

301 Colby Road

44 365863

-71 56198

S

c.1900 cape with 6/6 windows, wing and an attached
carriage barn.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT110

Whitefield

398 Parker Road

44 377509

-71.622413

S

Brick Utility Building adapted into residence. Likely
originally connected to the Brown Lumber Company
1533-34
mill which suffered a fire in 1902 on the site across the
river

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

WHIT111

Whitefield

183 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

44 363192

-71.622169

S

small engine repair shop, small cottage set back in
wooded area, large open shed in rear is new (c.1974)

Viewshed maps indicate one isolated view from the front of the
property along the road but not from the buildings themselves. The
Project is nearly 1 mile away to the northwest at a lower elevation.
Mature trees on the opposite side of the road between the property
and the Project and around the house will screen any views.

WHIT112

Whitefield

186 Lancaster Road

44 384686

-71.603097

S

c. 1890 cottage with later additions. No integrity for
historic period.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

14661470,
6257-6266

SEE FORM

Town

Address

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category
3

ID

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Whitefield

54-68 Pine Street, 11, 12
Spruce Lane

44 378639

-71.619363

M

WHIT114

Whitefield

58, 91 Twin Mountain
Road/Route 3

44 364862

-71 59818

M

WHIT116

Whitefield

22 Twin Mountain
Road/U.S. Route 3

44 367167

-71.602153

S

c.1946 house

WHIT117

Whitefield

56 Greenwood Street

44 367606

-71.605858

S

WHIT118

Whitefield

29 Greenwood Street

44 367688

-71.605335

S

WHIT119

Whitefield

67 Greenwood Street

44 365496

-71.605814

S

44 389417

-71 57427

M

c.1900 house on edge of Whitefield town center
c.1920 1.5-story end house with 1-story wing, looks
earlier. On edge of Whitefield town center
c.1859 1.5-story end house with 1-story wing with later
alterations. On edge of Whitefield town center
Trio of houses: 11 McMahon (c.1965), 30 McMahon
(c.1930), 41 McMahon (c.1930)

44 367886

-71.615882

S

c.1914 end house, surrounded by trees
Pair of late19th-century large houses on edge of town
center with views towards the road: 74 (c.1882), 81
(c.1898)

11, 30, 41 McMahon
Drive
83 Littleton Road (NH
Route 116/NH Route 142)

Whitefield

WHIT121

Whitefield

WHIT122

Whitefield

74, 81 Jefferson Road

44 371174

-71.604008

M

WHIT123

Whitefield

160 Jefferson Road

44 370754

-71 597497

S

WHIT124

Whitefield

486, 504, 506 Littleton
Road (NH Route 116/NH
Route 142)

44 346364

-71.641169

M

3

WHIT125

Whitefield

Elm Street/Route 142

44 382295

-71.616916

S

3

WHIT126

Whitefield

76 Lancaster Road

44 377954

-71.607502

S

WHIT127

Whitefield

221-326 Mountain View
Road, 575, 595, 623
Jefferson Road

44 391685

-71 570564

M

WHIT132

Whitefield

Kimble Hill Road

44 345605

-71.629545

S

WHIT133

Whitefield

98-144 Jefferson Road

44 370744

-71.600686

M

WHIT134
WHIT135

Whitefield
Whitefield

11 Bethlehem Road
61 West Side Road

44 330287
44.33838

-71.649704
-71.669946

S
S

WHIT136

Whitefield

46 Bethlehem Road

44 327172

-71.651128

S

WHIT137
WHIT138

Whitefield
Whitefield

540 West Side Road
203 Parker Road

44.33677
44 368253

-71.67797
-71.634451

S
S

WHIT139

Whitefield

249, 251, 253, 255 Parker
Road

44 371067

-71.631954

M

Photo ID

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Page Hill
Agricultural
District (part

SEE FORM

6270-6289

SEE FORM

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps indicates views in side yard of house on north side
of house (which faces south) but not near the house itself. The
Project is nearly 0.5 miles away to the north. No views near historic
buildings due to topography and vegetation screening.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

SEE FORM

6290-6298

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

1637-1644

SEE FORM

Group of 12 summer houses (many from the 1920s
and 1930s) in a range of forms and styles: 221
Mountain View (c.1930), 248 Mountain View (c.1930);
249 Mountain View Rd (c. 1910) 252 Mountain View 1428-1434
(c.1805); 296 Mountain View Rd (c.1936); 326
(c.1935); 575 Jefferson Rd (c.1920); 596 Jefferson
Road (c.1935); 623 Jefferson Road (c.1890)
Kimball Hill
Road District

Determined Eligible
1999 (area)

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

c.1900 1-story end house, 1-story wing with later
alterations
Three cottages/cabins in wooded area near Burns
Pond, set back from and screened from road: 486
(c.1960), 504 (c.1960), 506 (c.1955)
St. Matthews
Cemetery

Visual Relationship to Project

Viewshed maps indicates in the open parcel with small shed on the
corner of Pine and Spruce but not on any of the houses in the area.
The Project changes direction in the vicinity of this area so it is nearly
0.4 miles away to the north and nearly 0 5 miles away to the
northeast behind a wooded ridge. The Pine Street houses all face
south onto the road and the pair on Spruce Lane face the road with
no distant views. An intrusion, a mobile home development, is
located between the area and the Project to the north. No views of
the Project in this area.

Group of six Brown Lumber Company c.1890 1-story,
side-gable worker's cottages on Pine Street (shown on
1892 Hurd map) and 2 c.1900 houses on Spruce Lane.
Those on Pine retain historic form but no integrity of
historic finishes. 11 Spruce owns adjoining open
parcel that includes a small shed (lot 11).

WHIT113

WHIT120

3

Name

SEE FORM
Group of 19th- and 20th-century houses on edge of
town center: 98 (c. 1860), 115 (c. 1910), 117 (c. 1830),
129 (c. 1870), 144 (c. 1925); 16 Lunn Drive (c. 1900)
c.1790 house. No integrity for historic period.
c.1948 house
c.1940 cabin with later alterations. No integrity for
historic period
c.1963 house
c.1825 house on 1.1 acres
249 Parker Rd is a c.1950 log cabin, 2-family; 251
Parker Rd is a c.1920 residence; 253 Parker Rd is a
c.1932 residence; 255 Parker Rd is a c.1900, 3-family
residence

1597-1619

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

SEE FORM
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Town

Address

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category
3

ID

WHIT140

Whitefield

188 Jefferson Road

44 370855

-71 594273

S

c.1968 mobile home

WHIT141
WHIT142

Whitefield
Whitefield

214 Jefferson Road
254 Jefferson Road

44 370466
44 372692

-71 591656
-71 588665

S
S

c.1875 connected farmhouse
c.1965 mobile home

WHIT143

Whitefield

152 Hazen Road

44 370613

-71 57088

S

WHIT144

Whitefield

167, 178, 186 Colby Road

44 361176

-71 572031

M

WHIT145
WHIT146

Whitefield
Whitefield

330 Lancaster Road
147 Old East Road

44 394619
44.407338

-71 596345
-71 56339

S
S
S

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
This property has not achieved fifty years of age but viewshed maps
indicate the Project will not be visible.

Whitefield

60 Bray Hill Road

44.403801

-71 547618

Whitefield

243 Bray Hill Road

44.417155

-71 538222

S

WHIT149

Whitefield

37 Partridge Lane

44 385436

-71 574762

S

c.1968 raised Ranch with attached garage

Whitefield

6 Terrace Street/Huron
Street

-71.615543

S

This property has not achieved fifty years of age but viewshed maps
indicate the Project will not be visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
This property has not achieved fifty years of age but viewshed maps
indicate the Project will not be visible.
SEE FORM

WHIT147

Morrison
Hospital and
Training
School
Association

Visual Relationship to Project

SEE FORM

WHIT148

44 375575

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

c.1967 1-story home, garage
Colby Road
Area (Rexford
Family)

c.1900 house set back from road
c.1950 cabin
c.1940 cottage with shed outbuildings. No integrity for
historic period
c.1950 cabin on large, heavily forest parcel

WHIT150

Photo ID

c.1875 Neo-Georgian house expanded 1903 to be
Morrison Hospital, a small private hospital and nurses
training school. Expanded also 1929, 1963, 1967

Deterination of
Eligibility (eligible),
NHDHR Survey
Form WHI0012
(1992)

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT02
Property Name/Address: 460, 465, 468, 469, 482, 486 Littleton Road (NH Route 116/NH Route 142),
Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) 469 Littleton Road, built c.1940, facing southeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1547]

Photo 6) View northeasterly of road including 469 Littleton Road/Route 116 [2013 Field Photos:
Pano_1549-1550]

Page 8 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 11 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 12 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 13 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 14 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 15 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 16 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 17 of 18

Property ID: WHIT02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 18 of 18

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT05
Property Name/Address: Burns Insurance/Burns Sugarhouse, 378 Littleton Road (NH Route 116/NH
Route 142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) South-facing small cottage, facing north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1541]

Photo 3) Burns Lake Farm Sugarhouse and other small outbuildings on easterly side of Littleton Road
(NH Route 116/NH Route 142), facing east [Google Earth Street View]

Page 5 of 8

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT05
Property Name/Address: Burns Insurance/Burns Sugarhouse, 378 Littleton Road (NH Route 116/NH
Route 142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) View across field south of farmhouse in direction of the Project, facing west [2013 Field Photo:
IMG_1537]

Page 8 of 8

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT10
Property Name/Address: 310 Littleton Road (NH Route 116/NH Route 142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) House and two of the garages, both possibly fifty years of age, facing northeast
(http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/310-Littleton-Rd-Whitefield-NH-03598/95337726_zpid/)

Photo 3) House, facing north-northwest (http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/310-Littleton-RdWhitefield-NH-03598/95337726_zpid/)

Page 5 of 9

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT10
Property Name/Address: 310 Littleton Road (NH Route 116/NH Route 142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 4) Older two-bay garage with newer gable-front garage behind, facing south
(http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/310-Littleton-Rd-Whitefield-NH-03598/95337726_zpid/)

Photo 5) Streetview from Parker Road of open areas to southwest of house, facing northeast (Google Earth
Street View)

Page 6 of 9

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the area/district? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the area/district?
Check as applicable:

The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic
resources.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the
historic resources.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the
historic resources.
The Project will isolate the historic resources from the historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the area/district.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the area/district.
Additional comments relating to effects:

Page 3 of 22

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Cabins on easterly side of Burns Pond towards northerly end, facing easterly [2013 Field Photos:
Pano_1486-1487]

Photo 2) Cabins along easterly side of Burns Pond, facing southeasterly [Pano_1489-1496]

Photo 3) Cabins on east side of Burns Pond, facing southeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1497]

Page 5 of 22

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 4) Close view of cabin on easterly side of Burns Pond [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1483]

Photo 5) Westerly side of north end of Burns Pond and beach with late twentieth century cabins [2013
Field Photo: IMG_1485]

Page 6 of 22

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 6) Ellie Lane, facing westerly [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1539]

Photo 7) Ellie Lane, facing westerly [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1538]

Page 7 of 22

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 8) Cabin on Pierce Road, facing south [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1500]

Photo 9) 7 Shoreline Drive, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1501]

Page 9 of 22

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 10) 6 Shoreline Drive, facing southeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1503]

Photo 11) 3 Shoreline Drive, facing north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1504]

Page 10 of 22

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT11
Property Name/Address: Burns Pond Area/37-114 Pierce Road; 3, 15 Holiday Acres Road; 3-11 Shoreline
Drive; 3, 4 Ellies Lane, 67, 73 Burns Pond Road, 53 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Page 12 of 22

Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 15 of 22

Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 17 of 22

Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS

Page 19 of 22

Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT11

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT17
Property Name/Address: 215 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) South elevation of house with wrap-around porch to allow for scenic views to the south, facing
north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1505]

Photo 3) Panoramic view of property in direction of the Project, facing northwest [2013 Field Photos:
Pano_1507-1511]

Page 5 of 7

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT19
Property Name/Address: 237 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) Street view, facing northwest in direction of Project. In the background are the tops of mature
trees located on the adjoining property to the southwest that screen views of the Project from the house
[Google Earth Street View]

Page 7 of 7

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT20
Property Name/Address: 308-359 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) 308 Parker Road, log cabin of unknown date and nineteenth-century New England barn with
alterations, facing southeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1516]

Photo 2) 332 Parker Road, c.1880 gable-front cottage, facing south [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1526]

Page 5 of 11

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT20
Property Name/Address: 308-359 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) 333 Parker Road, c.1930 upright-and-wing house, facing west [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1522]

Photo 4) 339 Parker Road, c.1825 end house, facing north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1523]

Page 6 of 11

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT20
Property Name/Address: 308-359 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) 357 Parker Road, c.1875 side-gabled house in the Gothic Revival style, facing northerly [2013
Field Photo: IMG_1532]

Page 7 of 11

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT20
Property Name/Address: 308-359 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 7) 308 Parker Road, log cabin and New England barn, facing southeast [2013 Field Photo:
Pano_1519-1521]

Photo 8) Outbuildings, 339 Parker Road, facing northwesterly in direction of the Project which is on the
far side of a low, heavily forested ridge in the middle ground, screened by the ridge and the mature
vegetation [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1524]

Page 10 of 11

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT20
Property Name/Address: 308-359 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 9) Panoramic streetview, 333 Parker Road, facing northwesterly in direction of the Project
[Google Earth Street View]

Photo 10) Panoramic streetview, 339 Parker Road, facing northwesterly in direction of Project [Google
Earth Street View]

Photo 11) Streetview, 357 Parker Road, facing northwesterly [Google Earth Street View]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT48
Property Name/Address: 61, 62, 63, 69, 72, 88, 101 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

The area/district appears to have potential for ational Register eligibility based on
visually related areas of significance.
c. Boundary Discussion
How much of the parcels of land associated with the historic structures appears to be part of the
eligible area/district?

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the area/district? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the area/district?
Check as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resources.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resources.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resources.
The Project will isolate the historic resources from the historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the area/district.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the area/district.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT48
Property Name/Address: 61, 62, 63, 69, 72, 88, 101 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Panoramic streetview of south end of Lancaster Road Area (Nos. 61, 63, and 72), facing north
[Google Earth Street View]

Photo 2) 62 Lancaster Road, built c.1935, facing east [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1646]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT48
Property Name/Address: 61, 62, 63, 69, 72, 88, 101 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) 63 Lancaster Road, facing northwest [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1649]

Photo 4) 69 Lancaster Road, former residence, with later alterations and now used as a funeral home,
facing northwest [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1650]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT48
Property Name/Address: 61, 62, 63, 69, 72, 88, 101 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) 72 Lancaster Road, built c.1935, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1645]

Photo 6) 72 Lancaster Road and newer development to the east, facing northeast [Google Earth Street
View]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT48
Property Name/Address: 61, 62, 63, 69, 72, 88, 101 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 7) 88 Lancaster Road, built c.1964, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1653]

Photo 8) 101 Lancaster Road, built c.1890, facing westerly. The existing ROW abuts property to the
south but is screened by mature vegetation to the south of the building [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1656]
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH
property, on the north side of Mountain View Road. The land gradually drops off to all sides from the
hotel building and the various other buildings such as staff dormitories, guest cottages, greenhouse, and
barn which were not designed to capture scenic views. Large expanses of wooded areas extend to the
north and south beyond the manicured lawns and golf course that surround the buildings. New trails in
the woods, located outside the National Register boundary, allow for hiking and winter activities but do
not provide scenic views because of the heavy screening by mature vegetation. The grounds, while
landscaped do not contain historic features such as bridle paths or view outlooks to take in scenic
vistas.
The National Register listing included the hotel, numerous outbuildings (such as staff dormitories,
guest cottages, and numerous maintenance-related buildings), a site (stone terraces), the swimming
pool, and two objects (water towers, since removed in June 2015), and twenty-four acres of land on
both sides of Mountain View Road. The main hotel was built, expanded, and altered in several phases
between 1872 and 1927. The earliest section is the four-story center or main section, flanked by threeand four-story wings. Centered on the main block is a tower (a 1911-1912 addition) that rises above
the hip roof and is flanked by pairs of hip-roofed dormers. A Colonial Revival porch spans the width
of the main block and the east wing, affording expansive views to the south. Distant scenic views are
likely present from the front rooms or spaces on the upper floors.
The hotel building either replaced or incorporated an earlier farmhouse that had been expanded into an
inn beginning in the 1860s. Other contributing buildings, located on the elevated plateau to the north
and east of the hotel building include a c.1900 chauffeurs’ dormitory, c.1890 staff dormitory, 1950 staff
dormitory, two c.1928 guest cottages, c.1925 greenhouse, c.1930 service garage, c.1930 barn, c.1930
engineer’s shop, 1950 maintenance building, and c.1880 gazebo. The 1939 golf clubhouse, also a
contributing building is located on the south side of the road, adjacent to the 1946 swimming pool, a
contributing structure. Other contributing structures included the two 1940s water tower storage tanks
(recently removed). Two stone terraces in front of the main hotel were contributing sites. Noncontributing resources at the time of the nomination due to age included the 1965 Century Hall (a
conference and function hall), tennis courts (which have since been removed and replaced by new ones
to the north of the hotel), garden ponds, and a 2002 fountain. Though the boundary of the nomination
includes a portion of the golf course which extends to the south and east of the buildings and sites, the
nomination noted it “lacks integrity due to substantial improvements and alterations in recent years”
and thus was not included in its entirety.
The site has housed an inn and later the grand resort hotel since the post-Civil Water period, operated
by several generations of the same family. As the National Register nomination noted, the heyday of
the grand resort hotels were from the 1870s through the early 1920s, the period that the Mountain View
underwent most of its expansion, including the addition of many of its outbuildings. The resort hotels
drew visitors “attracted by the splendid scenery, clear mountain air and social conviviality” occurring at
a place that “offered its guests comfortable accommodations [though not palatial suites], plentiful and
wholesome cuisine, and a wide range of recreational opportunities.” The emergence of the automobile
by 1930 threatened the survival of many of the resort hotels because travelers could more easily get
around and stayed for shorter periods of time. As a result many of the resort hotels closed and
subsequently were demolished or lost to fire.
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

c. Boundary Discussion
How much of the parcels of land associated with the historic structures appears to be part of the
eligible property?
The boundaries established in the National Register for Historic Places listing consisted of portions of
the several parcels owned by the hotel rather than the full extent of all the parcels. The boundaries
were described as follows:
“The boundary for the Mountain View House includes land on both sides of Mountain View Road, a
total of approximately twenty-four acres.
On the north side of the road, the Town of Whitefield’s Tax Map 217, Lot 12 (18.86 acres) is included
in its entirety. Approximately 25,000 square feet of Tax Map 217, Lot 11 is included as well; part of
this square footage abuts the east edge of Lot 12 immediately north of a jog to the west in that
boundary, and the remainder of the square footage from Lot 11 abuts the west edge of Lot 12, again
immediately north of a jog to the east in that boundary.
On the south side of Mountain View Road, the boundary includes approximately five acres of Tax Map
217, Lot 27, more specifically described as the portion of road frontage, approximately 1100' and to a
depth of 200', immediately across from the main hotel building and extending east to include the golf
clubhouse and swimming pool. The bounds of the nominated property are indicated on the attached
sketch map.
The boundary . . . has been defined to include all of the historic resources that accompany the main
hotel on both sides of Mountain View Road. Nearly all of the resources are located on the north side of
the road on an 18.86 acre lot (Lot 12). The boundary has been extended beyond that lot to include a
small portion of the abutting 179-acre lot (Lot 11) in order to include the hotel’s maintenance shop and
two water tower storage tanks [removed June 2015], both contributing resources. The remainder of Lot
11’s acreage is mostly woodland. Though historically associated with the hotel, it is not included
because it lacks any historic resources. Part of the acreage contains a portion of the hotel golf course,
which lacks integrity due to substantial improvements and alterations in recent years.”
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH
The monopoles and some conductor lines will be visible in the distance in part of this historically
significant panoramic view from the front porch, the tower, and the upper story front rooms. However,
due to the distance of 1.25 or more miles away, the monopoles will appear as small, dark objects
against a wooded background. Because they will be viewed from an elevated position, the structures
will not appear silhouetted against the sky. In places the conductors will be more or less visible
depending on time of day, and seasonal conditions. Due to distance and elevation, the proposed
structures will be minimally discernible to the naked eye. The Project will not become a focal point in
the panoramic vista. It will not obstruct the view or change the historic setting.
The Project may be visible from the rear portion of the upper stories of the hotel to the northeast where
the Project ascends a hillside 1.8 miles or more away. The views may include the upper portions of
two or three structures. They will be seen as small objects in the distance against a wooded
background. These are not the principle scenic views from the hotel but are secondary views from the
rear of the hotel. The views that are obtained from the rear of the property include not only the historic
support buildings such as the staff dormitories that contribute to the significance of the property, but
also some newly constructed features or sites most notably the new tennis courts.
The Project will not be visible in any of the public views of the historic hotel building from any
direction.
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

IV. SUPPORTING MATERIALS

National Register boundaries with contributing and non-contributing resources
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Center section of Mountain View Hotel, with its character-defining tower and front porch that
allow for historically significant views to the south towards the White Mountains in the far distance,
facing north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1418]

Photo 2) Mountain View House, facing north [2013 Field Photos: IMG_1420, IMG_1421]
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT49
Property Name/Address: Mountain View Grand (Mountain View House)/120 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 7) Historically significant panoramic view from the tower, facing southerly [2015 Photos by
DeWan & Associates: Pano_8647-8641]
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Property ID: WHIT49

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT49

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT49

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT49

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT49

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: WHIT49

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT51
Property Name/Address: 659 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), and 305 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

IV. SUPPORTING MATERIALS

Aerial view of 659 Jefferson Road; the house faces northeast with scenic views above the tree line of
mountains in the distance [Google Earth]

Aerial view of 305 Mountain View Road. The house appears to be sited without capturing distant scenic
views and is screened on all sides by mature deciduous and evergreen trees [Google Earth]
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT51
Property Name/Address: 659 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), and 305 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) 659 Jefferson Road entrance, facing north [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1388]

Photo 2) Zoomed view of easterly elevation of 659 Jefferson Road, facing northwest [2013 Field Photo:
IMG_1391]
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Historic Resource Analysis Form
Property ID: WHIT51
Property Name/Address: 659 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), and 305 Mountain View Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) Entrance gates, 305 Mountain View Road [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1432]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT53
Property Name/Address: 668 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Garage and house, facing southeasterly [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1380]

Photo 2) Northwest and southwest elevations of house, facing east [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1390]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT57
Property Name/Address: 419 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) View peripherally to the southwest in the direction of Project from in front of property with
existing structures and conductors visible in middle ground where they cross Jefferson Road just over 0.25
miles away [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1437]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT59
Property Name/Address: 367 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT60
Property Name/Address: 5 Hazen Road, Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT60
Property Name/Address: 5 Hazen Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Main public view of connected farmstead, with existing transmission line structure and
conductors visible, facing east [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1462]

Photo 2) Farmhouse, facing northeast; the structures and conductor lines of the existing lines are visible in
the background [2013 Field Photos: IMG_1455]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT60
Property Name/Address: 5 Hazen Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 4) Connected farmstead with existing structures and conductors visible in this main public view,
facing east [2013 Field Photos: Pano_1448-1449]

Photo 5) The property and its relationship to existing transmission structures and conductors, facing north
[2013 Field Photos: Pano_1457-1460]

Photo 6) View southerly towards the farmstead from the northerly side of the transmission line crossing
Jefferson Road [2013 Field Photos: Pano_1439-1443]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT61
Property Name/Address: 347 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT61
Property Name/Address: 347 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) House and existing structures and conductors in winter, facing northwest and north [2014 Field
Photos: IMG_6267, IMG_6268]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT64
Property Name/Address: Whitefield Landing Field/Mount Washington Regional Airport, Hazen Road,
Whitefield, NH

The property appears to have potential for ational Register eligibility based on
visually related areas of significance.
c. Boundary Discussion
How much of the parcels of land associated with the historic structures appears to be part of the
eligible property?

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT64
Property Name/Address: Whitefield Landing Field/Mount Washington Regional Airport, Hazen Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) The only two historic buildings remaining at the airfield, the hangar to the left and the concrete
block maintenance and storage hangar to the right, facing southeast
https://www.facebook.com/Mount-Washington-Regional-Airport-186663158027466/timeline/

Photo 2) Concrete block storage and maintenance hangar, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1666]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT64
Property Name/Address: Whitefield Landing Field/Mount Washington Regional Airport, Hazen Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) Terminal building (built between 1994 and 2003), and new hangar, facing north [2013 Field
Photo: IMG_1663]

Photo 4) Terminal Building, built sometime between 1994 and 2003 according to historic aerial photos,
replacing the original terminal that has since been moved off of the airport grounds
[https://picasaweb.google.com/107573214297577855242/Whitefield?authkey=Gv1sRgCInI6PmAvty1sA
E#slideshow/5863698907423251394]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT64
Property Name/Address: Whitefield Landing Field/Mount Washington Regional Airport, Hazen Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) Rear elevation of terminal building, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1665]

Photo 6) Hangars including Quonset style ones, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1664]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT64
Property Name/Address: Whitefield Landing Field/Mount Washington Regional Airport, Hazen Road,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 7) New airport buildings, facing northeast
[https://www.facebook.com/Mount-Washington-Regional-Airport-186663158027466/timeline/]

Photo 8) Hangars at airport, facing west
[https://picasaweb.google.com/107573214297577855242/Whitefield?authkey=Gv1sRgCInI6PmAvty1sA
E#slideshow/5863698825762335570]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT64
Property Name/Address: Whitefield Landing Field/Mount Washington Regional Airport, Hazen Road,
Whitefield, NH

Old terminal building, replaced between 1994 and 2003, it originally stood just west of the current
terminal. In 2012 it was removed from the airport grounds to elsewhere in Whitefield
[https://www.facebook.com/Mount-Washington-Regional-Airport-186663158027466/timeline/]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT74
Property Name/Address: 73 View Street, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) West-facing Queen-Anne-styled house, built c.1890, facing east-southeast. Character-defining
features include the picture windows in the gabled bay and the wrap-around porch [2014 Field Photo:
IMG_6306]

Photo 2) North elevation of two-story house with two-story rear ell, and rear of large garage, facing
southeasterly [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6299]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT74
Property Name/Address: 73 View Street, Whitefield, NH
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT74
Property Name/Address: 73 View Street, Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) Streetview from in front of the house to the west in the direction of Project [Google Earth Street
View]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT76
Property Name/Address: 148 Bray Hill Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Cottage, built c.1918, facing southeast [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6253]

Photo 2) Cottage, west and south elevations, facing east [http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/148-BrayHill-Rd-Whitefield-NH-03598/95337111_zpid/]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT76
Property Name/Address: 148 Bray Hill Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) Gable-front garage with shed addition, located northeast of house, and small shed building east
of house, facing north [http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/148-Bray-Hill-Rd-Whitefield-NH03598/95337111_zpid/]

Photo 4) View across field in front of house in winter time, facing southeast [2014 Field Photo:
IMG_6255]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT76
Property Name/Address: 148 Bray Hill Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) Water tower on town-owned property across the street from property, facing westerly in direction
of Project; the tower is not visible in the historically significant views from the house [2014 Field Photo:
IMG_6254]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT76
Property Name/Address: 148 Bray Hill Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 6) View from the lawn in front of the house of the mountains in the distance, facing southerly
[http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/148-Bray-Hill-Rd-Whitefield-NH-03598/95337111_zpid/]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT77
Property Name/Address: 111 Old East Road, Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT77
Property Name/Address: 111 Old East Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) Late-twentieth-century barn, facing west [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1367]

Photo 3) Open lawn to south of buildings, facing south [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1368]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT77
Property Name/Address: 111 Old East Road, Whitefield, NH
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT84
Property Name/Address: 488 Old East Road, Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the property? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the property? Check
as applicable:
The Project will be significantly visible in the main public views of the historic resource.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the historic resource.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resource.
The Project will isolate the historic resource from its historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the property.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the property.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT84
Property Name/Address: 488 Old East Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) House, facing east [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1363]

Photo 2) Garage, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1364]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT84
Property Name/Address: 488 Old East Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) Garage and house, facing east [Google Earth Street View]

Photo 4) Gable-front outbuilding and garage, facing east (Google Earth)
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT102
Property Name/Address: 406 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) House in winter (leaf-off conditions), facing northeast [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6262]

Photo 3) Close up of house, facing northeast [http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/406-Jefferson-RdWhitefield-NH-03598/95337372_zpid/]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT102
Property Name/Address: 406 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

Photo 4) Cabin on property located east of house [http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/406-Jefferson-RdWhitefield-NH-03598/95337372_zpid/]

Photo 5) View across lower yard with shed and stone barbeque grill, facing southeast
http://www.zillow.com/homedetails/406-Jefferson-Rd-Whitefield-NH-03598/95337372_zpid/
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT102
Property Name/Address: 406 Jefferson Road (NH Route 116), Whitefield, NH

Photo 7) Panoramic of house and southerly portion of property in winter (leaf-off conditions), facing east
[2014 Field Photos: Pano_6258-6261]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH
the former Maine Central Railroad-Mountains Division rail line (Map 232, lots 16, 1, and 1.1). The
farmhouse, which faces northeast in the direction of the Project which is more than 1.1 miles away,
is a c.1830 one-and-a-half-story end house in the Greek Revival style with a one-story wing that
includes an integral two-bay garage. Other additional massing elements on the main block include
shed-roofed dormers on both roof slopes and a porch along the southeast elevation. Historic finishes
and details include 6/6 window sash and corner pilasters. Also on the 22-acre parcel are an early
twentieth-century barn and a hen house, both set back from the road. The house lot includes an open
field along the road and forest land to the south.
The Quint/Page/Mason Farm/Rolling Hills Farm (91 Twin Mountain Road), the other district
property within the APE, includes a 13.93-acre house lot and adjoining 90.99-acre agricultural parcel
to the northwest. The open fields are just within the APE but the buildings are just outside of it. The
buildings on the house lot include a c.1855 one-and-a-half-story side-gable cottage in the Greek
Revival/Italianate style with a front porch screening the center entry that faces southwest away from
the Project which is over 1.1 miles away to the northeast. A deep one-and-a-half-story ell, with
gabled wall dormers on both side elevations and a porch with bevel-edged posts spanning the east
elevation, extends from the rear of the main block. Historic finishes and details include paneled
corner pilasters and 6/6 window sash. Also on the house lot are a wagon shed and a late twentiethcentury feed store; historic aerial photographs show the historic barn was demolished recently
sometime between 2003 and 2006. The agricultural parcel includes open fields on the plateau
northeast of the road with woodland covering the remainder.
The other buildings in the Page Hill District are all located outside the APE. On the southwest side
of the road is a 1950' s house and garage (126 Twin Mountain Road) and a c.1999 house (104 Twin
Mountain Road) that do not contribute. The Lane/Bean Farm (162 Twin Mountain Road) covers
over 200 acres of hay field, gardens, pasture and woodland on the southwest side of the road (Map
232, lot 13). The historic house, which faces southeast, retains little integrity, but the land and bam
contribute to the significance of the historic district. Two sheds do not contribute. Modem
greenhouses and farm stand are temporary structures. Ninety-six acres of surrounding open land on
the other side of the road has been associated with the farm since the early twentieth century and is
under a Land Conservation Investment Program easement, restricting development.
On the northeast side of the road is the Pillsbury/Dexter House (161 Twin Mountain Road), a
southeast-facing two-and-a-half-story side-gable house in the Italianate style with polygonal bay
windows on the southwest gable end, located on a three-quarter acre house lot (Map 232, Lot 10).
The main block is augmented by a one-story wing. A porch spans the southeast elevation of the
main block and wing. Historic details include molded corner pilasters. Also on the northeast side of
the road is the site of a historic farmhouse that was demolished in the 1990s (Map 232, lot 9).
Mason Road, a short road off the northeast side of Twin Mountain Road, includes the Mason Family
complex (17 and 21 Mason Road) set in a wooded area. The buildings include two new houses,
several garages, and an old hay barn (Map 232, lots 6 and 7).
The U.S. Route 3 section of the Presidential Range Trail Scenic Byway runs from downtown
Lancaster, through the center of Whitefield and continues through Carroll outside the APE. For
much of its length it passes through forested land with some residential and agricultural areas plus
several town centers but no views of the Presidential Mountain Range. It does pass through some
areas with historically significant vistas such as the Page Hill Agricultural District area.
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Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH

Page Hill Agricultural District Properties with old map and lot numbers (1999 Area Form Addendum)
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Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH

The Page Hill Agricultural District (green and black outlined areas combined). The properties outlined
in green are within the APE and the focus of this historic resource assessment. The properties outlined
in black are outside of the APE.
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Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH

Photo 2) The Quint/Page/Mason Farmhouse (Rolling Hills Farm), 91 Twin Mountain Road, facing north
[2014 Field Photo: IMG_6284]

Photo 3) Rolling Hills Farm former Feed Store, built c.1985, facing east [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6279]
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Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH

Photo 4) Facing northwest in direction of Whitefield town center with 58 Twin Mountain Road at left
and open fields of the two farms at right [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6285]

Photo 5) Street view of 58 Twin Mountain Road and open fields on northeast side of road, facing
northwest [Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH

Photo 6) 58 Twin Mountain Road in foreground and 91 Twin Mountain Road in background, facing
southeast [Google Earth Street View]

Photo 7) 162 Twin Mountain Road (outside APE), facing west [Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT114
Property Name/Address: 58, 91 Twin Mountain Road (U.S. Route 3), Whitefield, NH

Photo 9) 91 Twin Mountain Road, facing northeast in direction of the Project [2014 Field Photos:
Pano_6283-6281]

Photo 10) Main public view of open fields northeast of 161 Twin Mountain Road (outside APE), facing
northeast in direction of Project [Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT125
Property Name/Address: St. Matthews Cemetery/Elm Street (NH Route142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) The cemetery, facing westerly [2014 Field Photo: IMG_6290]

Photo 2) St. Matthews Cemetery gate and stone piers and the grounds, facing south [Google Earth Street
View]
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Property ID: WHIT125
Property Name/Address: St. Matthews Cemetery/Elm Street (NH Route142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) The cemetery, facing west [Google Earth Street View]

Photo 4) Mobile home development across the street from the cemetery, facing north [Google Earth Street
View]
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Property ID: WHIT125
Property Name/Address: St. Matthews Cemetery/Elm Street (NH Route142), Whitefield, NH

Photo 6) Panoramic view to the north and northeast. Some existing conductor lines are visible in views up
the driveway at the right of the photo, but these are not historically significant views and they include an
intrusion, a newer barn or outbuilding [2014 Field Photos: Pano_6295-6297]
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Property ID: WHIT126
Property Name/Address: 76 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) 76 Lancaster Road, facing southeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1643]

Photo 2) Street view of house with newer buildings on adjoining property to the southeast, facing east
[Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT126
Property Name/Address: 76 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 4) Street view of existing structures to north of house, facing east [Google Earth Street View]

Photo 5) Street view of existing transmission line ROW next to house, facing southeast [Google Earth
Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT126
Property Name/Address: 76 Lancaster Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 6) Street view of Whitefield substation located on other side of street visible to the northwest from
the front porch of the bungalow, facing northwest [Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH
district the views include visibility of the corridor for the existing line, which has been part of the
landscape since the mid-1940s, as it traverses heavily wooded areas including where it climbs a hill at
the southwest end of the viewshed of the district. The existing corridor is visible now from the field
opposite 513 Kimball Hill Road but an historic aerial from 2011 indicates that this view has been
increased only recently due to timber harvesting on the west half of the level part of the parcel. Shrubs
in front of the house screen views from the front of the farmhouse itself, for which views were not part
of its design intent or architectural character. The corridor is also visible in views to the southwest
from the open field south of 248 Kimball Hill Road but not in views to the west from the front of the
house.
Viewshed mapping indicates views from open areas in various locations along the length of the district
including in the open areas around and from 248 Kimball Hill Road, from the open areas around 362
Kimball Hill Road, from two of the twentieth-century houses (Nos. 398 and 556), and from 513
Kimball Hill Road and from its open field across the road.
For much of the length of the district the Project will not be visible in the main public views of the
district. The public views consist predominantly of views of the east-facing nineteenth-century
farmhouses sited close to the road or glimpses of early twentieth-century summer houses nestled in
clearings and largely screened from public view by mature vegetation along the road. For much of the
length of the district’s viewshed the Project is at a lower elevation than the district and thus is not
visible in any views from the road to the west. Open views along the road to the west are present
between 296 and 362 Kimball Hill Road and also between 444 and 466 Kimball Hall Road. In these
views, the Project will not be visible because it is at a lower elevation and screened by trees at the west
edge of the cleared areas. In addition in the latter location, the setting includes a house with recent
alterations such that it no longer retains integrity for its historic period, and a second house (444
Kimball Hill Road) that has diminished integrity of design, materials, and workmanship due to
alterations and replacement exterior finishes.
The Project will be visible in the historically significant views from one building in the district that
faces west and has peripheral views to the southwest. It will be most visible in two locations. From
248 Kimball Hill Road at the north end of the district the Project will be visible in the historically
significant views from the open area to the south of the house which are part of the character-defining
historic setting. In particular, the three or four weathering steel monopoles that climb the hill roughly
1.7 miles to the southwest will be visible against a background of trees. These are peripheral views
from the open field south of the house. The Project will not be visible to the west from the porch due to
mature vegetation at the west edge of the clearing that screens views. In the second location, the
weathering steel monopoles in the same location will also be visible from 513 Kimball Hill Road but
the views from the nineteenth-century farmhouse are not character-defining.
The use of weathering steel monopoles for the length of the ROW within the viewshed of the Kimball
Hill Road district properties, including the area where it traverses a hillside, will reduce the effect of the
Project. The monopoles will be most visible where four or five of the structures ascend a hillside at the
southwest end of the viewshed of the district more than one-mile away. The monopoles will appear as
small dark objects in a large-scale landscape seen in the distance against a background of trees.
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) Close-up view of 248 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1920, rear elevation, facing northwest. The
porch wraps around to the west elevation to provide scenic views from that location also, in addition to
those from the south elevation across the open fields [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1619]

Photo 2) 296 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1840 (tax card says c.1800), facing northwest [2013 Field Photo
IMG_1593]
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) 362 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1830, facing north [2013 Field Photo IMG_1590]

Photo 4) 398 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1939, facing northwest [2013 Field Photo IMG_1586]
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) Kimball Hill Cemetery, a nineteenth-century cemetery, facing east [2013 Field Photo
IMG_1620]

Photo 6) 444 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1940, facing west [2013 Field Photo Pano_1581-1583]
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 7) 466 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1850 (tax card says c.1800), facing west [2013 Field Photo
IMG_1579]

Photo 8) 513 Kimball Hill Road, facing southeast. The house faces west towards its field on the west side
of the road [2013 Field Photo IMG_1622]
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH

Photo 9) Close-up partial view of 556 Kimball Hill Road, facing northwest [2013 Field Photo IMG_1623]

Photo 10) 566 Kimball Hill Road, built c.1837, facing west. The house faces east onto the road and is
sited in a small clearing. The remainder of the lot is forested [Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT132
Property Name/Address: Kimball Hill Road District/248-566 Kimball Hill Road and Kimball Cemetery,
Whitefield, NH
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH

III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
What is the visual relationship of the Project to the area/district? Will the Project noticeably alter or
diminish aspects of the historic setting that might contribute to the significance of the area/district?
Check as applicable:
The Project will be substantially visible in the main public views of the historic resources.
The Project will create a focal point that distracts from the appreciation of the historic
resources.
The Project will be substantially visible in historically significant views from the historic
resources.
The Project will isolate the historic resources from the historic setting.
If none are checked, then:

The Project does not appear to have an adverse effect on the area/district.
If one or more of the above are checked, then:

The Project appears to have an adverse effect on the area/district.
Additional comments relating to effects:
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 1) 167 Colby Road, built c.1940, facing northwest [2015 Field Photo IMG_0387]

Photo 2) Early twentieth-century barn behind 167 Colby Road, facing northeast [2015 Field Photo
IMG_0382]
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 3) 178 Colby Road, built c.1951, facing east [2015 Field Photo IMG_]

Photo 4) 186 Colby Road, built c.1960, facing east [2015 Field Photo IMG_0381]
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 5) Commercial garage, 183 Colby Road, built c.1989, immediately adjacent to area on land
historically associated with the historic farm, facing north [2015 Field Photo IMG_0390]
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 6) Panoramic view, 178 Colby Road, facing north in direction of Project [2015 Field Photo
Pano_0387-0389]

Photo 7) Panoramic view across open field of 178 Colby Road in direction of Project, facing north [2015
Field Photos Pano_0386-0382]

Photo 8) 167 Colby Road farmhouse and barn with 135 Colby, a c.2003 house to the west in background,
facing west [Google Earth Street View]
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Property ID: WHIT144
Property Name/Address: Colby Road (Rexford Family) Area /167, 178, 186 Colby Road, Whitefield, NH

Photo 9) View to west across fields historically associated with the farm with 135 Colby, a c.2003 house,
facing west [Google Earth Street View]
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Town Summary
JEFFERSON
Summary of Historic Resources and Effects
The transmission line itself does not pass through Jefferson. However, the APE for the
section of the line located on the far eastern side of Whitefield extends into the west side of
Jefferson for roughly 3.45 miles. In Jefferson, Preservation Company has not identified any
potentially National Register-eligible historic resource in the visual APE that may be
adversely affected by the Project. There are, however fourteen (14) pre-1966 resources,
comprised of areas and individual properties, within the APE. None of these are previously
identified historic resources, and none of these properties has potential views of the Project.

Previous Historic Resources Documentation
There are no previously identified historic resources within the APE. The Waumbek Cottage
Historic District (located south of Jefferson Village on Route 2), listed on the State and
National Registers, is located 4.25 miles east of the Project and will not be in view of it.
Other historic resources along Route 2 that also have been determined eligible for the
National Register (including the Jefferson Highlands Historic District), all are substantially
south of the portion of Route 2 that falls within the APE.

Geographical and Historical Context
Jefferson was chartered in 1796. It is crossed diagonally (northwest/southeast) by U.S. Route
2 and the Israel River. Two train lines ran through the town; the Maine Central entered the
town from Whitefield and crossed to the Israel River/Route 2 corridor and the Whitefield &
Jefferson ran east-west through the southern part of the town. Settlement was dispersed but
today is mostly distributed along what is now Route 2. Much of the development in the town
is tourist-related, including the large tourist attractions of Santa’s Village (opened 1953), SixGun City (opened 1957), (neither of which are in the APE) and motels.

History of the Transmission Line in Jefferson and Existing and Proposed Structures
As mentioned above the Project does not pass through Jefferson.

Route Description
The APE extends roughly 3.45 miles north-northeast in the town from slightly north of Bailey
Road in the south to the Lancaster/Jefferson line in the north through a largely forested area.
The APE includes all or part of Stickney Road, Alberts Drive, Bray Hill Road, Turnpike
Road, Panorama Drive, Crystal Avenue and Horan Road and the far north portion of Route 3.
Although Horan Road, Bray Hill Road and Route 3 were in existence by the mid-1950s, most
of the construction of houses along all of the roads took place after this period. At its
northern end, the APE in Jefferson takes in the Israel River, the former Maine Central
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Railroad line and a former settlement around the Riverton Depot, where the river, the railroad
and Route 2 intersect. By the mid-1930s Route 2 in this area was re-routed, the depot was
removed and the school, church and post office disappeared. The largest settled area in the
town is clustered on Route 2 near its intersections with Route 116 and Route 115A, roughly
3.77 miles east of the transmission line.

Mapping – Project within Town Boundary Map
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Mapping – Overall Project Map
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Table of Historic Resources
JEFFERSON

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

S

Indian
Cemetery/

cemetery

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

S

c.1950 residence

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

-71 528132

S

c.1875 farm

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

44.444707

-71 526289

S

tax card references c.1900, much altered residence

Although viewshed maps indicate there may be a view from this
property, there is an intervening hill between this property and the
line which is a mile away.

12 Turnpike Road, off of
Route 2

44.444796

-71 529594

S

c.1965 residence

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Jefferson

24 Turnpike Road

44.444339

-71 529734

S

c.1930 residence

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

JEFF09

Jefferson

10 Horan Road

44.44345

-71 530887

S

c. 1890 near train station

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

JEFF10

Jefferson

85 Turnpike Road

44.439934

-71 529487

S

c.1825 residence

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

JEFF11

Jefferson

90 Turnpike Road

44.439372

-71 530146

S

c.1850 small farm

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

JEFF13

Jefferson

Turnpike Road

44.433603

-71 531056

S

JEFF14

Jefferson

201 Turnpike Road

44.431963

-71 530912

S

c.1950 farmhouse with two barns; cemetery (JEFF13)
on property

JEFF16

Jefferson

98 Presidential
Highway/Route 2

44.444125

-71 527301

S

c.1875 cape, much remodelled, with enclosed porch

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

JEFF18

Jefferson

40 Turnpike Road

44.44273

-71 529701

S

c.1950 residence

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

JEFF19

Jefferson

8 Turnpike Road

44.445329

-71 52907

S

c.1960 residence

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

ID

Town

Address

Latitude

Longitude

JEFF01

Jefferson

Route 2/Presidential
Highway

44.449064

-71 531726

JEFF02

Jefferson

66 Presidential
Hwy/Route 2

44.446

-71 529609

JEFF04

Jefferson

73 Presidential
Highway/Route 2

44.445898

JEFF05

Jefferson

99 Presidential
Highway/Route 2

JEFF07

Jefferson

JEFF08

Riverton
Cemetery

cemetery

Photo ID

Visual Relationship to Project

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps indicate that there are possible views of the Project
from the west side of the property which is outside the APE. (None
from the house.) However any views would be miminal given that
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Town Summary
LANCASTER
Summary of Historic Resources and Effects
Thirty-eight (38) properties or areas/districts with buildings estimated to be fifty years old and
older were identified in the two-mile wide APE in Lancaster. Ten (10) properties and
districts were shown on the viewshed maps and confirmed in the field to have potential views
of the Project. Seven (7) Individual and three (3) Large Area/District Historic Resource
Assessment forms were completed. Two large multiple property resources – the large
agricultural historic district on North Road and Weeks State Park – appear to be National
Register of Historic Places eligible with potentially adverse effects from the Project. Six (6)
of the ten properties are potentially eligible individual resources that would not be adversely
affected and two (2) appear not to be National Register eligible.

Previous Historic Resources Documentation
The Weeks Estate in Weeks State Park, which was placed on the National Register of Historic
Places in 1985, is on the western edge of the APE for historic resources. The majority of
Lancaster's historic buildings lie outside the APE, because the transmission line passes
through relatively unsettled areas. The town center in the village of Lancaster is over a mile
west of the Project. Previously documented resources include the Lancaster Commercial
Historic District, recorded on a New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources Area Form
in 1986. National Register of Historic Places listed properties in Lancaster are on Main Street
in the village, including the U.S. Post Office, the Weeks Library and the Wilder-Holton
House, headquarters of the Lancaster Historical Society. All are about 1½ miles from the
Project and will have no views of it. The Evans Block on Main Street is New Hampshire
State Register of Historic Places listed. The National Register listed Mount Orne Covered
Bridge over the Connecticut River is more than five miles west of the Project and the Garland
Mill is nearly three miles east. The Lancaster Master Plan of 2011 does not identify specific
historic resources outside the village, but recognizes the historic and cultural significance of
scenic views and the man-made rural landscape.

Geographical and Historical Context
Relevant historical contexts are discussed in the 2015 orthern Pass – Great orth Woods
Region Project Area Form by SEARCH. Property types within the APE in Lancaster
include:
residential, agricultural, recreational, educational and transportation-related
resources.
Lancaster is located in the Connecticut River Valley, on the northern edge of the White
Mountains. It is known as the southern gateway to the Great North Woods Region. The
White Mountain National Forest extends just into the eastern edge of town, more than three
miles from the Project. The Connecticut River defines the northwest edge of the town and the
Vermont state line. The Israel River, joined by Otter Brook, flows northeast through
Lancaster Village, which is located above the Israel-Connecticut River confluence. More
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than half of Lancaster’s nearly 3,500 residents live in the village, which is in the western part
of town. Settled as an agricultural community in the late 1700s, Lancaster has been the Coos
County seat since 1803 and had several water-powered local industries in the nineteenth
century, including saw and grist mills, carding and fulling mills and potato starch mills, most
in the village. Logging the wooded hills has always been a major part of the economy.
Farms are located on the meadows and uplands of the river valleys.
US Route 2 and US Route 3 intersect in downtown Lancaster. South-north US 3 is over 1.5
miles west of the transmission line, outside the APE for historic resources. US 2, which is
crossed by the transmission line southeast of the village, is an east-west highway across Coos
County between Maine and northern Vermont. Lancaster was historically also a railroad
junction. An extension of the Boston Concord & Montreal Railroad up the Connecticut River
from Littleton reached Lancaster in 1870. The Upper Coos Railroad operated by the Maine
Central Railroad was built through Lancaster in 1890. Railroads were the key to the growth of
the lumber business in the region during the late nineteenth century. The Kilkenny Lumber
Company operated a logging railroad in the hills east of the village from 1887 to 1897, after
which the ties and other elements were removed, leaving the rail bed to become an all-season
trail. The BC &M through Lancaster was abandoned in the 1930s and the tracks later
removed. A section of Upper Coos/Maine Central Railroad, owned by the State of New
Hampshire and leased as a freight railroad, remains in place though not in regular use, through
Lancaster between Waumbeck Junction in Jefferson and Coos Junction in Lancaster.
Lancaster’s Connecticut River and Israel River intervales were considered some of the best
farmland in the northern part of the state. Hay, wool, maple sugar and potatoes were
important crops. Dairy farming was the focus in the late nineteenth century. Farming is ongoing and Lancaster retains large areas of open land along its main roads. The Lancaster
Fairgrounds in use since the 1870s are north of the village on US 3, outside the APE nearly
two miles from the Project.
Four-season outdoor recreation is now a focus of the local economy. Lancaster became
known as a summer retreat in the nineteenth century due to its climate and scenery. There
were several small hotels. Mount Prospect in Weeks State Park had a carriage road and a
hotel built in 1883. In the early 1900s, conservation became an important theme. Lancaster’s
most prominent summer resident, Senator John Wingate Weeks acquired the summit of
Mount Prospect and surrounding farms to create a 420-acre summer estate, later given to the
state by his children in 1941. He is renowned in New Hampshire for sponsoring the Weeks
Act of 1911 that resulted in the formation if the White Mountain National Forest. Locally he
was the benefactor of the Weeks Public Library and the Weeks Medical Center, which is 0.7
mile from the Project without visibility.
Several designated scenic byways are located in Lancaster. US Route 2 is part of the statedesignated Presidential Range Trail and also the Woodland Heritage Scenic Byway. The
Project intersects US 2 about 0.3 mile southeast of the Lancaster Scenic Vista. The
Connecticut River National Scenic Byway follows US 3, over a half-mile west of the outer
edge of the APE. The Lancaster Heritage Trail is a twelve-mile long hiking trail established
in 1994 as part of the New Hampshire Heritage Trail. From Page Hill Road, it follows an
abandoned woods road and a section of the former Kilkenny Logging Railroad, about 0.5
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mile west of the Project and separated by a wooded hill. Near Lancaster village, the Heritage
Trail is outside the APE and it passes west of Mount Prospect in Weeks State Park.

History of the Transmission Line in Lancaster and Existing and Proposed Structures
The 150' wide PSNH right-of-way was acquired c.1946-48 for the original 115-kV
transmission line. The existing wooden H-frame structures and some wooden monopoles
range in height from roughly 40' to 60'. An additional 40' wide right-of-way in the southern
part of town was acquired c. 1953-54 for a local distribution line.
The existing 115-kV line will be relocated to the east, on new structures ranging in height
from 70' to 110' tall. The new HVDC 320-kV structures will range in height from 70' to 100'
tall and will be along the western edge of the right-of-way. The distribution line will also be
shifted to the east. There will be spot clearing as needed from the edges of the right-of-way.

Route Description
The proposed transmission line runs 5.6 miles north-south along the existing right-of-way
through Lancaster. There are no potential views of the Project from the downtown area,
which is over a mile to the west, outside the APE.
On the southern edge of Lancaster, the Project is east of Weeks State Park, 0.85 mile from the
edge of the park and 1.25 miles from the historic buildings on the summit of Mount Prospect.
The Weeks Estate buildings are listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and the
surrounding Weeks State Park is also potentially eligible as a larger cultural landscape. The
larger potentially eligible boundary was used to consider the effects of the Project. The most
prominent location in the Park that will have a view of the Project is the East Overlook on the
Mount Prospect Auto Road where the existing transmission line is already in sight. The
Project will be minimally visible in scenic views from the lookout tower and also from the
North Overlook, but not from the Weeks lodge or any other viewpoints in the park.
East of Mount Prospect, several historic properties are located on Mount Prospect Road and
Wesson Road, but any visibility of the Project would be minimal and would not affect
historically significant views. The transmission line corridor crosses Wesson Road and
intersects with the gas pipeline west of the pumping station at Portland Street/US 2. The
Project will be visible on Portland Street in the immediate vicinity of the transmission line
road crossing. However, due to the elevation of the line and surrounding tree cover, there
will be no adversely affected historic resources in either direction.
East of Portland Street/US 2, the transmission line crosses and parallels the railroad tracks
along the Israel River. This section of the former Upper Coos/Boston Concord and Montreal
Railroad in Lancaster is not continuous with the Boston Concord and Montreal Railroad
farther south, which is considered eligible for the National Register as a linear historic
district. As primarily a freight railroad in a wooded corridor, the Upper Coos Railroad does
not have scenic views.
On the northeast side of the river is a large agricultural area on North Road, which parallels
the Israel River intervale. The existing transmission line crosses open farm land in the
potential North Road Historic District (LANC42). This cultural landscape is over two miles
long on North Road and the lower end of Grange Road and the historic properties range in
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distance from the Project between 0.01 and 1.5 miles. The Project will be visible close-up
within the district and in long views looking across the fields to the river. The agricultural
properties, flat open land and surrounding hills create one of Lancaster’s noted scenic vistas.
In the unsettled north central part of town, the cleared transmission line corridor is in the
woods, nearly a mile from any historic buildings on Page Hill Road to the west and Grange
Road to the east. The Project intersects abandoned roads and the former Kilkenny Logging
Railroad bed.
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Address

ID

Latitude

Longitude

3

Lancaster

56 Prospect Road

LANC01

44.441755

-71 57091

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

Town

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

S

Prospect Farm

SEE FORM

62426250

Weeks State Park
- John Wingate
Weeks Estate

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Visual Relationship to Project

SEE FORM
Buildings and 2.91
acres on summit of
Mount Prospect
National Register
(NRHP) listed

3+

Lancaster

202 Weeks State Park
Road

LANC02

44.451486

-71.570758

M

1

Lancaster

237 Prospect Road

LANC03

44.461397

-71.557893

S

c.1940 small seasonal cabin, shed, small lot, no views

3

Lancaster

93 Wesson Road

LANC04

44.453693

-71.551068

S

SEE FORM

16681670

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

16711674

SEE FORM

3

Lancaster

63 Wesson Road

LANC05

44.452288

-71.546461

S

SEE FORM

17231743

SEE FORM

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Viewshed map shows possible isolated visibility of the Project from
the open land south of the house looking southwest toward the rear
of the parcel. The Project will not be visible from the vicinity of the
historic buildings. Surrounding tall trees and a half mile of woods
behind the house screen it from view. The house is oriented east
toward the view of mountains in the opposite direction from the
Project.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Lancaster

352 Portland Street/US 2

LANC11

44.450608

-71.532668

S

mid-19th century side-hall house with ell, partially
replaced siding, 2/2 windows, shed, small barn, open
land

1

Lancaster

344 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC12

44.452474

-71.533374

S

c.1950 small one-story house with additions

1

Lancaster

330 Portland Street/US 2

LANC13

44.455046

-71.534053

S

c.1950 Ranch, commercial truck garage, go-cart track

1

Lancaster

306 Portland Street/US 2

LANC14

44.457133

-71.535216

S

1

Lancaster

285 Portland Street/US 2

LANC15

44.460172

-71.537794

S

Lancaster

281 Portland Street/US 2

LANC17

44.461499

-71.538415

S

remodeled c.1850 wide gable front house, entry
removed, fenestration changed, new siding and
windows. Large parcel west of road. Transmission line
crosses through wooded land.

1865

Lancaster

276 Portland Street/US 2

LANC18

44.463146

-71.538866

S

SEE FORM

16861690,
8929-

Lancaster

57 Reed Road

LANC19

44.469726

-71.559552

S

c. 1966 Ranch with additions and remodelling, sited to
take advantage of views to the southeast across the
road. New siding and windows, new landscaping.

1

Lancaster

23 Reed Road

LANC22

44.47201

-71.553599

S

c.1950 small Ranch house

1

Lancaster

8 Reed Road

LANC23

44.472443

-71.551599

S

c.1965 Ranch

1

Lancaster

191 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC24

44.473658

-71.551027

S

c.1940 small Ranch. No view with large new hotel
opposite.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Lancaster

207 Portland Street/US 2

LANC26

44.472374

-71.549662

S

remodeled mid-20th century (c. 1953) commercial/office
building, possibly take-out restaurant, built in two
sections. Half c. 1960s. Addition less than fifty years

There may be an isolated view of the Project from this parcel, but
the property and the view lack historical significance and a new
building across the street is in the foreground.

Lancaster

222 Portland Street/US 2

LANC27

44.471674

-71.547225

M

Cabin court, c.1930, altered commercial building. Fire
damage November 2014.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Lancaster

232 Portland Street/US 2

LANC28

44.470599

-71 54515

S

3

1

16931696

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

c.1940 Ranch/Cape, detached 2-car garage, large open
yard
c.1865 side-hall house with ell, detached barn and
outbuildings. Large open yard. Adjacent land

Starr King
Cabins/Frank’s
Family Barber
Shop

c.1966 circular house, may be National Register of
Historic Places eligible for architecture in 2016

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
The Project crosses the land associated with this house. It may be
visible from open land at the back. There are no historically
significant views from this part of the property. The Project will not
be visible in view of the building from the road or views from the
building.
SEE Form

Viewshed maps indicate the Project might be visible about a mile to
the southeast. Howewever, the transmission line is at a lower
elevation and screened by trees so even minimal distant visibility
seems unlikely.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

1770,
1771

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible from this house because it is at a much lower elevation and
separated by wooded land.

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

Name

3

Lancaster

246 Portland Street/US 2

LANC30

44.46858

-71.543956

S

formerly Christie's
Maple Farm

3

Lancaster

10 Roger's Campground
Road, off Portland Street

LANC31

44.466958

-71.544973

M

Rogers
Campground and
Motel

SEE FORM

17581763

3

Lancaster

261 Portland Street/US 2

LANC32

44.466614

-71.542933

S

former
schoolhouse(?)

SEE FORM

17661767

Town

Address

ID

Latitude

Longitude

Kilkenny View Bed
and Breakfast

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

Visual Relationship to Project

SEE FORM

17441757,
17641765

SEE FORM

SEE FORM

SEE FORM
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible from this property. The transmission line is at a much lower
elevation.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

c.1901, 1 1/2 story house with gable dormers, wood
shingles, new windows.

1

Lancaster

166 Portland Street/US 2

LANC33

44.474949

-71.552164

S

1

Lancaster

7 Chelle Road

LANC36

44.475322

-71.554708

S

c.1962 brick commercial building

M

Group of mid-twentieth century houses on Portland
Street/Route 2 south of downtown Lancaster. Not a
potential historic district. Capes and Ranches with
some modern infill. 84 Portland St (c.1950); 89
Portland Street (c.1962); 93 Portland St (c.1962); 101
Portland Street (c.1962); 105 Portland St (c.1960);107
Portland St (c.1965); 109 Portlland Street (c.1962)

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Residential area on outskirts of downtown Lancaster.
Small 1 1/2 story and 2-story single-family houses,
varying integrity. 111 Mechanic Street; 118 Middle
Street (c.1890); 122 Middle St (c.1900); 122 Middle St
(c.1900); 126 Middle St (c. 1850); 128 Middle St
(c.1900); 129 Middle St (c.1935); 134 Middle St (c.
1900); 137 Middle St (c.1960); 140 Middle St (c.1900);
141 Middle St (c.1930); 159 Middle St (c.1950); 29
Brickyard Rd (c.1960); 38 Brickyard Rd (c.1945); 40
Brickyard Rd (c.1947)

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible from this location nearly one mile away.

1

Lancaster

87-111 Portland
Street/US 2

LANC38

44.47973

-71.560051

1

Lancaster

Mechanic Street, Middle
Street, North Road

LANC39

44.486904

-71.561894

M

1

Lancaster

173-175 North Road

LANC40

44.48626

-71.554468

S

Weeks Medical
Center

Weeks Hospital, brick Colonial Revival style, with
numerous additions. Donated by John Wingate Weeks
early 1900s.

1794

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

3+

Lancaster

188-457 North Road/4-29
Grange Road

LANC42

44.478873

-71.533724

M

North Road
Agricultural District

SEE FORM

17731824

SEE FORM

1

Lancaster

Grange Road/Garland
Road

LANC43

44.485484

-71.524685

M

Lancaster

104-142 Grange Road

LANC44

44.492133

-71 52162

M

Lancaster

309 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC45

44.456109

-71 53585

M

Possible historic district, corner of Grange and Garland
roads. Historically included a sawmill and starch mill on
Otter Brook, late 19th century Grange hall and
creamery. 1 1/2 story wood-frame houses with
outbuildings have varying integrity: 8 Garland Rd
"Grange" historic
(c.1850); 9 Garland Rd (c.1910); 12 Garland St
area
(c.1910); )16 Garland Rd (c.1900); 61 Grange Rd
(c.1970); 62 Grange Rd (c.1890); 63 Grange Rd
(c.1900); 66 Grange Rd (c.1894); 67 Grange Rd
(c.1991); 74 Grange Rd (c.1820); 84 Grange Rd
Possible agricultural historic district. Associated
wooded land on northwest side of road toward Project.
North Grange Flat open land along Burnside Brook. 104 Grange Road
agricultural area (c. 1850); 121 Grange Road (c. 1995 Mobile Home) 133
Grange Rd (c. 1900); ; 138 Grange Rd (c. 1950); 142
Grange Rd (c. 1956)
Portland Pipeline
Corporation

Pipeline dates from 1941 with upgrades. Existing
pumping station appears new.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible in scenic views from this area or in the views of the historic
buildings in the area. Views from the area are to the south. The
Project is over 0.6 mile west of the buildings and separated by hills.

The transmission line crosses the very back (northwest) edge of
this area. Viewshed maps indicate there may be views of the
Project from the associated land, but not from the vicinity of the
historic buildings or from the road. The buildings are 0.7 to 0 9
mile from the Project and the land is primarily wooded.
This property has no visual compent. If the pipeline were
historically significant, a view would not be a contributing element.

3

Lancaster

1

Lancaster

Page Hill Road, corner
Spaulding Hill Road

LANC48

44 520595

-71.543401

S

Rural agricultural property with semi-open land now used
as pasture. 1 1/2 story Cape, house abandoned and in
poor condition, with collapsed wing and detached barn.
Dead-end road, near town line.

1

Lancaster

161 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC49

44.475052

-71.553326

S

c. 1950 one-story house, commercial garage and
outbuilding

1

Lancaster

223 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC50

44.469696

-71.546264

S

c.1956 residence set back in woods

1

Lancaster

143 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC52

44.474563

-71.556606

S

c.1960 residence/commercial

1

Lancaster

212 Portland Street/ US 2

LANC53

44.472173

-71.548163

S

c.1960 residence and commercial buidling, altered

Viewshed map indicates potential visibility of the Project from land
uphill toward the back of the parcel, not from the buildings. The
Project is a mile distant and any view would be minimal.

1

Address

ID

185 Mount Prospect Road LANC46

Latitude

Longitude

Single or
Multiple
Property

Category

PREVIOUS
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
DOCUMENTATION

Town

44.453545

-71.557776

Name

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Photo ID

Visual Relationship to Project

S

SEE FORM

17011703

SEE FORM

18261833

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible. Project is over 0.75 mile east of the property with wooded
hills between.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.

Lancaster

41 Reed Road

LANC54

44.470642

-71.557013

S

c.1850 remodeled 1 1/2 story house, new windows,
entry and fenestration changed. Open land around
house. No scenic view; new homes opposite.

Lancaster

96, 104, 110 Riverside
Drive

LANC55

44.483742

-71.559429

M

Row of early 1900s one and 1 1/2 story houses - 96
Riverside Drive (c.1945); 104 Riverside Drive (c.1955);
110 Riverside Drive (c.1914). Small yards, river at back.
Wooded, no scenic view.

Viewshed maps and field review indicate the Project will not be
visible.
Viewshed maps show potential visibility of Project from the field
around the barn. The property lies mostly outside the APE. Only
the eastern corner of the parcel is within one-mile of the Project.
The house is 1.25 miles distant, separated by extensive woods and
hills. The Project will not be visible in the public view of the
buildings from the road. House is oriented to road not toward the
view and barn blocks view from the house to the southeast. The
only viewpoint is from open land near the barn facing southeast
down the road toward the distant mountain tops.

Lancaster

55 Mount Prospect Road

LANC56

44.44137

-71 57215

S

c.1890 Victorian house, 1-1/2 stories, Gothic Revival
style gable wall dormers. House set back. Large barn
at road. Retains integrity. Open land downhill to
southeast.

Lancaster

Portland Street/ US 2

LANC57

44.467723

-71.543269

S

Scenic vista and state historical marker for Glacial Lake
Lancaster US Rte
Coos and the Presidential Range. Not a built historic
2 Scenic Overlook
resource. Pullout parking lot c.1975.

17681769

This is not a historic site and has no associated historic buildings.
The manmade features will not be fifty years old for another
decade.

Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC01
Property Name/Address: Prospect Farm/56 Mount Prospect Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 2) Prospect Farm complex facing north and northeast from road [2014 Field Photo: Pano_62436246]

Historic postcard identified as Prospect Farm shows the house as remodeled at the end of the nineteenth
century (www.ebay.com)

Prospect Farm view from field across the road facing northwest (www.ebay.com)
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC01
Property Name/Address: Prospect Farm/56 Mount Prospect Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 3) View of White Mountains from road in front of the house facing southeast toward the Project
[2014 Field Photo: IMG_6248]

Photo 4) View from corner of Mount Prospect Road facing southeast toward the Project [2014 Field
Photo: IMG_6250]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH
of the garage are all on the southeast elevations. Views from ground-level in all other directions are
obscured by the surrounding trees.
The lodge and tower were designed to rise above the trees and overlook panoramic views. These views
from inside the historic buildings are accessible to the public during the hours of operation from late
May to mid-October. The large second-floor living room of the lodge overlooks the views to the
northwest across the Connecticut Valley to Vermont and southeast toward the White Mountains. Due
to the lower elevation of the transmission line and the wooded hillside below the summit of Mount
Prospect, the existing transmission line is not visible from the lodge and visual simulation and 3-D
modeling indicate the Project will also be screened from view.
In the 360˚ view from the lookout tower observation platform, the cleared cut of the existing
transmission line is faintly visible in less than 45˚ of the overall view. When looking southeast, the
corridor 1.3 mile away appears as a dark horizontal line at or just above the foreground tree line. One
isolated clearing in a low lying area provides one point where the existing line and structures are
distantly visible from the tower, nearly two miles away. This minimal view of the Project will not
create a focal point in the broad scenic vista. In all other directions from the lookout tower, the
transmission line is not visible.
Near the summit lodge, a short trail leads to the North Overlook, which has a newly built wooden
viewing platform. The scenic view is of Lancaster village and northern mountains. The transmission
corridor is distantly visible on a far ridge, roughly eight miles away. Below the overlook to the
northwest, the transmission line is faintly visible where it crosses North Road agricultural land, just
over 2.5 miles away. From this distance, the difference between the existing and proposed transmission
lines will have no effect on the view.
The location in Weeks State Park where the Project will be most visible in a historically significant
view is the East Overlook on the Weeks State Park Road. The auto road is wooded along both sides
with views at designated stopping points. The East Overlook pull-off on the east side of the mountain
is about 1.1 miles up the road from the park entrance and 0.5 mile from the summit. The paved parking
area for roughly ten cars has a plain wooden guardrail and modern state park signage identifying the
mountains visible in the panoramic vista. The view of the Pliny-Pilot and Presidential ranges across the
valley of the Israel River is a character defining feature of the park. This has likely been a stopping
point on the road since it was built, at least since the state park was established. The auto road is open
to vehicles about five months of the year and used by hikers, skiers and snowmobilers in other seasons.
The transmission corridor has been part of the landscape since shortly after the state park was created.
It is approximately 1.1 to 1.2 miles east-southeast of the East Overlook at its nearest point. It runs in a
north-south direction perpendicular to the view. The narrow horizontal line of the cleared corridor is in
plain sight across the mid-ground of the view. A large area of low-lying treeless wetland on the west
side of the corridor provides a clear view of the existing structures and conductors in about a half-mile
stretch of the line. The wooden H-frame and single pole structures are seen as relatively small objects
in the large panoramic vista of valley and the mountains in the distance.
Due to the distance from the East Overlook and the presence of the existing transmission line and
corridor in the view, the overall effect of the Project on the view will be limited. Design changes
incorporating the use of weathering steel monopoles instead of lattice structures in this location will
reduce visibility. The Project will be within the existing right-of-way, which is 190' wide south of
Wesson Road in Lancaster, including a local distribution line. Clearing of small trees and shrubs from
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH
the west edge of the right-of-way will increase the visibility area slightly. The proposed replacement
115-kV structures and new HVDC structures visible from the East Overlook will be roughly 30' to 45'
feet taller than the existing ones. However, viewed from above, the structures will not rise higher than
the nearby trees. The five or six pairs of monopole structures in plain view will be silhouetted against
the dark background. The conductors running horizontally just below the tree line will be more or less
visible depending on time of day, and seasonal conditions. From this distance and elevation, the
difference between existing and proposed structure height will be minimally discernible to the naked
eye. The Project will not become more of a focal point in the vista than the existing transmission line is
now. It will not obstruct the view or change the historic setting.
The Project will not be visible elsewhere in the park. It will not be visible in any direction when at the
park entrance or parking lots on US Route 3 at the western base of the mountain. The Project will not
be in view from other identified scenic viewpoints on the mountain, including the western viewpoint
0.7 mile up the auto road, which overlooks Martin Meadow Pond to the southwest. The hiking trails on
Mount Prospect are wooded and views are limited. There is no potential visibility of the Project from
the Lancaster Heritage Trail, which follows the Old Carriage Road and the Around the Mountain Loop
Path on the north and west sides of the mountain. On the lower east and south slopes, the Around the
Mountain Loop has a single scenic viewpoint, facing south and southwest not toward the Project. The
Mount Prospect Ski Tow on the northwest slope has no potential views of the Project facing in any
direction from the top or bottom of the ski slopes.
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Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 1) House/lodge, looking northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1741]

Historic Photo of lodge from Weeks State Park collection
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 2) Lookout tower, facing southwest [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1742]

Historic Photo from Weeks State Park collection
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 3) House/lodge from lookout tower, facing northeast [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1731]
The Project is in the opposite direction.

Historic aerial photo from Weeks State Park collection shows tower and lodge with summit overgrown
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Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH

National Register of Historic Places boundary of listed property from 1984-85 National Register
nomination by James L. Garvin and Mrs. James Lawrence
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 4) View from summit on driveway in front of house, facing southeast past garage toward Project
location, showing tree cover surrounding the hilltop [2013 Field Photo: IMG_1743]

Photo 5) Panoramic view from grounds facing southeast, showing roof of garage and base of tower;
Project will be below the tree-line [Photo Terrence J. DeWan & Associates]
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Historic Resource Assessment
Property ID: LANC02
Property Name/Address: Weeks Estate-Weeks State Park/202 Weeks State Park Road, Lancaster, NH

Photo 10) East Overlook parking area, fence and signage, facing south from road [Photo Terrence J.
DeWan & Associates]

Photo 11) East Overlook, south-southeast [2015 Field photo: IMG_0330]

Photo 12) Panoramic view facing northeast to south [2015 Field Photo: Pano_0316-0322]
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Property ID: LANC02 – Materials from Terrence J. DeWan & Associates
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Property ID: LANC02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: LANC02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: LANC02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: LANC02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: LANC02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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Property ID: LANC02

PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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PHOTOSIMULATIONS
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